Previous survey articles on Low-Powered Wide-Area Networks (LPWANs) lack a systematic analysis of the design goals of LPWAN and the design decisions adopted by various commercially available and emerging LPWAN technologies, and no study has analysed how their design decisions impact their ability to meet design goals. Assessing a technology's ability to meet design goals is essential in determining suitable technologies for a given application. To address these gaps, we have analysed six prominent design goals and identified the design decisions used to meet each goal in the eight LPWAN technologies, ranging from technical consideration to business model, and determined which specific technique in a design decision will help meet each goal to the greatest extent. System architecture and specifications are presented for those LPWAN solutions, and their ability to meet each design goal is evaluated. We outline seventeen use cases across twelve domains that require large low power network infrastructure and prioritise each design goal's importance to those applications as Low, Moderate, or High. Using these priorities and each technology's suitability for meeting design goals, we suggest appropriate LPWAN technologies for each use case. Finally, a number of research challenges are presented for current and future technologies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) was introduced to the scientific and commercial world, it has grown at a rapid pace. It has been estimated over 30 billion devices will be connected by 2020 [1] with the global market for IoT valued at 267 billion USD [2] .
IoT has traditionally relied on short-range radio protocols such as ZigBee and Bluetooth or leveraged off existing networks such as cellular and Wi-Fi. These are sufficient for short-range IoT systems but are unsuitable for large and geographically spread networks of things, needed for many industrial and commercial applications. Short-range radio protocols are energy-efficient but limited by their transmission coverage range. Cellular networks are capable of long-range communications but are both expensive The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shaohua Wan . and power consuming. Wi-Fi is relatively inexpensive but is power consuming and limited by range.
Since the widespread rise of IoT devices requires energy-efficiency and long-range communication, it demands inexpensive, energy-efficient IoT networks capable of long-range communications. Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWANs) fulfil these requirements, often at the expense of more 'traditional' network requirements such as latency and throughput. These more specific requirements such as low power consumption and long range form the design goals of LPWAN networks. LPWANs are intended to coexist with existing short-range radio and cellular IoT networks, however choice of particular network(s) depends on the individual user or application.
A few studies in literature have provided comparisons between LPWAN solutions, including the works of Raza et al. [3] , Ismail [4] , Sinha et al. [5] , Lavric and Popa [6] , Mekki et al. [7] , Al-Sawari et al. [8] , Qadir et al. [9] , Poursafar et al. [10] , and Finnegan and Brown [11] . For cellu- VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ lar standards developed by 3GPP, the works of Yang et al. [12] and Tabbane [13] provided technical specifications and comparison. Most existing literature only discusses SigFox, NB-IoT and LoRa which are the three most prominent LPWANs (e.g., [5] , [7] ), provide a comparatively shallow evaluation (e.g., [3] , [4] , [8] ), or mostly focus on interoperability issues (e.g., [9] ). However, several other LPWANS exist offering their own features, advantages, and disadvantages. Thus, it is essential to provide a detailed analysis for a wider range of LPWANs as the suitability of each will vary between application use cases and situations.
There is a lack of existing literature analysing available LPWANs from a network or system design perspective. While many papers provide specifications for one or more LPWANs, none provide justification for why these specifications were selected. An LPWAN's specifications are the outcome of decisions made during the design process, with decisions aiming to best fulfil multiple LPWAN design goals as discussed in the following section. However, these decisions often incur a trade-off between goals -for example, increasing communication range can come at the expense of energy-efficiency. We identify these design decisions in this paper and determine what impact each decision has on the LPWAN design goals. For the first time, this paper systematically compares and analyses the impact of each design decision on eight different LPWANs.
Each use case will prioritize its application requirements (e.g., range, data rate, latency, integration with other systems, cost) to varying degrees and try to match them with the LPWAN that best meets those requirements for the deployment purpose. Use cases can also be classified as critical or non-critical. An example of a critical system is a network of biometric sensors monitoring patients suffering from serious illness, as failure could result in patient death. For each of the seventeen use cases discussed in this paper, we have performed an exhaustive analysis of their application requirements with respect to low power networking needs. Following this, we have determined those LPWANs whose specifications, capabilities and design objectives match a use case's requirements at varied levels. During this process we have also discussed the limitations of LPWANs that emerge due to many factors including restrictions imposed by regulatory bodies. Using this analysis, we have recommended a variety of LPWANs for each use case and, where appropriate, provided conditions for each recommendation. To the best of our knowledge, no current literature provides this extent of use-case analysis for LPWANs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II determines LPWAN design goals and provides a comprehensive discussion for each. Following this, design decisions used in an attempt to meet these goals, and the impact of these decisions, are discussed in Section III and IV, respectively. In Sections V and VI, a variety of LPWAN solutions using unlicensed and licensed bands are presented analysing their technical features. Section VII compares and evaluates the presented LPWAN technologies by ranking them as per the level to which they meet the goals defined in the earlier section. Using these rankings, in Section VIII, the most suitable LPWANs are identified for a large variety of use cases, with requirement analysis and justifications for LPWAN choice. Finally, research challenges for LPWANS are discussed in Section IX while the paper is concluded in Section X.
II. DESIGN GOALS OF LPWANs
Several studies have discussed LPWAN goals from a research perspective. Raza et al. concluded that LPWANs are ideal for IoT systems spread over a large area requiring energyefficient, low-cost devices at the expense of latency and data rate [3] . This is supported by Ismail [4] and Sinha et al. [5] who describe LPWANs as long-range, low cost, low-power networks connecting many devices suited to tiny amounts of information. These studies converge on the same basic characteristics and usage requirements of LPWAN, leading us to categorize the design goals of LPWAN as follows.
A. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In many applications, IoT devices need to be deployed in inaccessible or nomadic locations. Consequentially, most devices are battery powered and unlikely to have access to a constant power source. Replacing batteries consumes both time and resources, and when applied to large networks presents an unrealistic expense. Lavric and Popa [6] measured a node's battery life in decades, while it has also been measured as '10 years or more' in a conservative estimate [3] . Given these statements, this paper considers 10 years the target battery life for nodes.
B. LONG RANGE
As wide-area networks, LPWANs must communicate over long distances. The target range for LPWANs is generally agreed upon as a few kilometers in urban areas, and tens of kilometers in rural areas [3] , [4] . Mekki et al. provided more concrete benchmarks, expecting 1-5 km in urban areas and 10-40 km in rural environments [7] . When deployed in urban environments, LPWAN signals experience path loss, shadowing, multipath fading, and other types of signal deterioration from obstacles, infrastructure, moving objects, etc. Considering the above statements, this paper considers 5 km as the target urban range for an LPWAN, and 10 km for rural areas.
C. SCALABILITY
Scalability can be broadly defined as a system's ability to maintain quality of service as it grows. Bondi [14] further refines the concept of scalability into several sub-types depending on the nature of that growth -for example, the number of end devices growing is significantly distinct to an increase in traffic across these devices. While his definitions describe a relatively generic information system, we can easily apply them to an LPWAN.
Following [14] , structural scalability defines how many end devices an LPWAN can support. This is determined by both devices per base station and base stations per network or geographic area. Load scalability is more complex and refers to the amount of traffic each device in an LPWAN can handle without experiencing unacceptable delay, resource inefficiency or contention. This is often influenced by regulatory limits placed on LPWANs such as duty cycling, which are discussed further in Section III.A.
Scalability can also be classified as horizontal or vertical, concepts discussed for the IoT in [15] . Horizontal scalability is closely equivalent to structural scalability, defining how many hardware or software entities a system can support. Vertical scalability is a superset of load scalability, considering the resources available to each network component. While our discussion of load scalability is concerned with network access and availability as a resource, vertical scalability more broadly considers other resources such as CPU cycles, memory, and storage. For the discussion that follows, we will use the term structural and load scalabilities for simplicity.
In this study, we will consider 50,000 nodes per base station the target structural scalability. This number assumes 40 devices are present per house in a city with the density of London [6] . We have not provided a target value for load scalability, as requirements vary significantly for each use case (Section VIII).
D. LOW COST
Even if LPWANs support many nodes, it will be impractical to deploy them if nodes are expensive to manufacture and maintain. As all organizations have a limited budget, cheaper nodes always result in a larger possible system. If an LPWAN is provided by a public network, each node is likely to incur annual subscription fees. Conversely, if an organisation has its own private LPWAN, annual costs will be incurred by ongoing maintenance and support. Some studies (e.g., [3] ) suggested devices should cost less than US$5 and incur annual subscription fee as low as US$1, while others (e.g., [7] ) proposed devices should cost less than 2 Euros and incur 1Euro annual subscription fee. In this paper, we consider the typical cost per node no more than US$20, working towards a goal of US$5. Subscription fees of US$5 are also desired, striving toward a goal of US$1.
E. INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT
Due to the high cost of licensing a frequency band, many LPWANs utilize the unlicensed Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) spectrum. While lowering potential cost, using the ISM band may impede performance and reliability.
Interference in LPWANs can be classified as internal or external. Internal interference is caused by nodes in that network simultaneously transmitting in a shared or overlapping frequency band. This is often mitigated through channel access schemes and overlaps with the scalability design goal. External interference is a significant issue when utilizing the ISM band as frequencies cannot be reserved. The ISM band will only become increasingly congested as the number of wireless networks grows. To address this issue, LPWANs operating in ISM spectra should be especially resistant to noise.
While no quantitative number can be placed on this goal, we assume a network must employ some form of interference management strategy to meet LPWAN goals. This paper also considers deployment in the licensed spectrum as one of the interference management techniques.
F. INTEGRATION
In this paper, integration refers to an LPWAN's ability to work with other LPWANs and information systems. Data from sensors will be largely worthless if it can never be retrieved, and actuation systems should be controllable from external systems. Integration is achieved through the following:
• Many users, resulting in greater investment and wider support base.
• Ease of connection to the public Internet or application servers.
• Availability of APIs and user-facing solutions.
III. DESIGN DECISIONS IN LPWANs
Several decisions need to be made when deploying a wireless network, such as frequency spectrum and modulation technique. Each LPWAN attempts to achieve Section II's goals by applying different techniques to these decisions, with each having advantages and disadvantages. Often a trade-off is present, such as sacrificing bandwidth for data rate and vice-versa. Below we examine each design decision with respect to a variety of techniques employed in LPWANs on their ability to meet design goals and a summary is presented in Table 1 .
A. UNLICENSED OR LICENSED SPECTRUM
Operating in a licensed frequency band prevents external interference alongside improves Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR), security and reliability. However, obtaining a license for these bands incurs a steep upfront cost and periodic renewal fee. Any increased cost will inevitably be passed on to subscribers, increasing Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) for deployment and ongoing Operational Expenditure (OPEX).
On the other hand, utilizing unlicensed spectra causes further difficulty in meeting integration goals, in addition to increased potential interference and congestion. Networks can intuitively select operating frequencies (Section III-B), modulation techniques (Section III-C), or multiple-access schemes (Section III-D) in attempts to mitigate these disadvantages. Regulatory bodies such as the European Telecommunications Standards Institute(ETSI) and the United States Federal Communications Commission(FCC) also work to prevent interference and congestion by imposing restrictions on unlicensed spectra. Restrictions limit transmission range or load scalability through techniques including limiting transmission power and enforcing duty cycle restrictions. More techniques and their operations are detailed in [16] . Regulators often apply distinct restrictions to specific subbands or channels. In addition, restrictions may apply based on network characteristics such as modulation technique or multiple access scheme. Restrictions may be relaxed if a network can sufficiently reduce congestion or interference by design -examples include multiple access techniques utilizing Listen Before Talk(LBT) and Adaptive Frequency Agility(AFA) [16] , [17] .
ETSI provides an unlicensed spectrum of 863-875.6 MHz with transmission power limited to 27 dBm in the 869.4-869.6 MHz band and 14 dBm in all others [16] . If LBT/AFA are not utilized, duty-cycling limits are enforced mostly ranging from 0.1-1%, with the 27 dBm band allowing a higher 10%. Duty cycle limit is relaxed to 2.8% if LBT and AFA are utilized [18] -however, a minimum listening time of 160µs and minimum TX-Off Time of 100ms are enforced. Transmissions must also not exceed 1s for single-direction  protocols or 4s for bi-directional message exchanges, and  these must collectively remain under 100s per hour over  200 kHz of bandwidth. FCC provides an unlicensed spectrum of 902-928 MHz and encourages using spread-spectrum techniques by restricting transmission power to −1.25 dBm if they are not used [18] . Channels in frequency-hopping spread-spectrum (FH-SS) systems are restricted to 500 kHz bandwidth and 400ms dwell time. Networks with bandwidth over 250 kHz are permitted 24 dBm transmission power and 4% duty cycle but must hop between at least 25 channels. Conversely, bandwidths under 250 kHz are permitted 30 dBm transmission power but limited to a 2% duty cycle and required to hop between at least 50 channels.
30 dBm transmission power is permitted for networks utilizing direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS) techniques, however, this power must be spread evenly between bandwidths exceeding 500 kHz [19] . In addition, FCC allows hybrid techniques combining spread-spectrum modulation with an additional scheme such as LoRa [20] . Hybrid deployments are limited to 21 dBm transmission power, with additional restrictions depending on whether frequency-hopping is activated.
B. OPERATING FREQUENCY AND BANDWIDTH
Following the decision of licensed or unlicensed spectrum, the specific frequency band within that spectrum is to be selected. This decision consists of two elements:
1. The carrier band, 2. Total frequency ranges the network can occupy across all simultaneous messages.
Carrier frequency has significant impact on an LPWAN's communication range, and many implement lower frequencies to achieve greater range. Others such as LTE-M utilize higher frequencies to achieve higher data rates at the expense of range.
If an unlicensed spectrum is utilized, the carrier chosen impacts interference management and integration as other networks could be operating in the same band. This also affects the number of channels usable for Frequency-Division Multiple Access (FDMA) channel access, potentially impacting structural scalability. This impact does not occur if licensed spectra are utilized.
As discussed in Section III.A, regional authorities can enforce various limits to duty cycle and transmission power for individual bands within their unlicensed spectrum or depending on message bandwidth [16] . As transmission power determines communication range and duty cycle significantly impacts load scalability, the frequency band and carrier chosen in unlicensed spectrum networks considerably affect both of these parameters.
C. MODULATION TECHNIQUE
Modulation technique influences a wireless network's Bit Error Rate (BER) and SNR, impacting its effective link budget. Link budget determines the distance a network can realistically communicate, alongside its tolerance to signal impairment. In addition, modulation technique affects a network's cost and energy consumption.
Message bandwidth is determined by the modulation technique used -Ultra-Narrowband (UNB) messages use very low channel bandwidth, while spread-spectrum techniques utilize an entire band. Both techniques aim to manage noise and increase scalability through opposite means.
UNB signals for LPWANs are often produced by utilizing PSK (phase shift keying) techniques, which produces a lower BER than ASK (amplitude SK) or FSK (frequency SK) at the same bandwidth. In some LPWANs, PSK is combined with ASK or FSK to produce QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) modulation. QAM allows for high data rates and spectral efficiency but is 400% less power-efficient than PSK [21] . Increasing the order of PSK or QAM modulation increases data rate and spectral efficiency at the cost of increasing BER [22] . Decreasing BER is possible, however consumes excess power.
Spread-spectrum modulation has high spectral efficiency and scalability, along with being heavily tolerant to noise and malicious jamming [23] . Spread-spectrum signals also co-exist well with high power-density UNB signals due to their very low power density [24] . Singh demonstrated in [25] that DS-SS is capable of 11 Mbps throughput while FH-SS is only capable of 3 Mbps. However, FH-SS provides superior resistance to interference and multipath, alongside performing well in harsh environments. LoRa modulation is a derivative of Chirping Spread Spectrum (C-SS) stated to exhibit robust Doppler Effect resistance [26] alongside resistance to multipath and fading, high network capacity, low power consumption and simple receiver design [27] .
Section III.A discusses how restrictions placed on unlicensed-spectrum networks by regulatory bodies can vary between modulation schemes. Some of these restrictions, such as limiting transmission power, limit network range. Others, such as channel dwell time, limit load scalability. For unlicensed-spectrum networks, these respectively strengthen the relationship between modulation technique and range, and create a relationship between modulation techniques and load scalability.
D. CHANNEL ACCESS METHOD
Channel access method significantly influences a network's scalability by determining how many devices can connect at a given time. The ALOHA random-access protocol is very simple to implement and inexpensive and is consequentially used by several LPWANs [3] . However, it is also very inefficient and has lower load scalability, with asymptotic capacity of only 18% [28] . Frequency-Division Multiple Access (FDMA) is also simple to implement, however, is less scalable and more expensive alongside being spectrally inefficient [29] . Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is more complex to implement than FDMA, however, it is more spectrally efficient and less expensive. Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is complex and potentially costly, however has high fault tolerance, low latency, and a lack of primary collisions [30] . Despite being a modulation technique, the use of spread-spectrum solutions is also considered a channel access method. For example, DS-SS and C-SS are utilized as forms of CDMA.
Orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA) and its variants eliminate FDMA's issues with spectral efficiency and have demonstrated superior scalability to both CDMA and TDMA, along with increased resistance to multipath fading and obstacle obstruction [31] , [32] . This makes OFDMA a popular choice for LPWANs despite the potential cost.
Earlier discussion shows how restrictions imposed on networks can also depend on channel access method. These operate by limiting load scalability or range through techniques including enforced limits on duty cycle and transmission power. This creates relationships between load scalability and range with channel access methods in unlicensed-spectrum networks.
E. SIGNAL DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES
In systems with a lower probability of successful message transmission, diversity schemes can be utilized to raise it to an acceptable level. This is useful if LPWANs are operating in remote areas, are sparsely distributed, or encounter significant physical obstruction. Diversity is also implemented to overcome low throughput problem of random-access techniques such as ALOHA for use in LPWAN [33] . An example of this is SigFox's R-FDMA multiple access [9] , [34] , [35] , that utilizes frequency diversity to increase reliability of otherwise random access.
Space and time diversity techniques increase scalability by reducing collisions between increasing numbers of nodes. This impact is significant if LPWANs utilize random access techniques. The probability of successful transmission and receipt can be increased by utilizing multiple diversity techniques together [36] .
Time and frequency diversity allow for limitless diversity branches; however, each branch used consumes more power. Frequency diversity also reduces structural scalability by requiring additional frequency bands, and all types of diversity schemes reduce load scalability because of inefficient use of resources as traffic increases.
F. DUPLEXITY
Simplex systems are completely unsuitable for any LPWAN requiring actuation or message acknowledgements. Duplex systems can meet these requirements, however, incur a higher cost and consume more power. Simplex systems may be useful for providing very inexpensive and energy-efficient LPWANs where no actuation or acknowledgement is needed.
Most LPWANs utilize half-duplex (HD) connections as full-duplex (FD) connections often require twice the frequency band and power to operate, with potential increases in cost if operating in the licensed spectrum. However, LPWANs serving critical systems or systems requiring similar performance from uplink and downlink communications may benefit from FD communications. Time-Division Duplexing (TDD) has an obvious advantage over Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD). Duplexity impacts both structural and load scalability.
G. BUSINESS MODEL
A business model is an organization's strategy for profiting from LPWAN technology, allowing its existence to continue while rewarding investment. Through observing existing LPWANs, two main business models have been observed: Subscriber-Driven and Manufacturing-Driven. While most LPWANs have components of both, one model is generally prominent.
Under the subscriber-driven model, organizations aim to profit from network subscribers. These subscribers pay monthly fees and potentially an upfront cost to use the LPWAN. Amount paid may influence the number of connected devices, volume of data transfer, message size and message priority. Organizations are responsible for deploying and maintaining infrastructure but have the power to revoke or restrict a user's access to the network.
Under the manufacturing-driven model, organizations aim to profit from manufacturing devices for their LPWANs. Profits either originate from reserving exclusive manufacturing rights or claiming royalties from other manufacturing organizations who are held to a set of standards. Networks are deployed privately by each organisation or network operators.
Subscriber-driven networks limit structural scalability and range to the network operator's base stations; however, they also present a fixed and predictable cost. Manufacturingdriven networks allow users to deploy their own networks and extend structural scalability and range through additional base stations or repeaters. However, there is a practical limit on the extent to which this can be done. Deploying, maintaining, and managing a network also introduces increased and unpredictable cost.
IV. DESIGN DECISION IMPACT ON GOALS
Section III's design decisions impact a range of Section II's goals to a different extent. The impact of each design decision can be classified as presented below:
High -Changing this decision will always have a significant impact towards meeting the goal, or under most combinations of other decisions.
Moderate -Changing this decision will always have a moderate impact on meeting the goal or may have a significant impact under certain combinations of other decisions.
Low -Changing this decision will always have a small impact on meeting the goal or may have a non-significant impact under certain combinations of other decisions.
None -Changing this decision will never have an impact on meeting the goal. Table 1 lists the impact of various techniques adopted in design decisions on the goals of LPWANs. Leading techniques for achieving each design goal are also presented in Table 1 , based on the discussions presented in the previous two sections.
In the following sections, we present unlicensed and licensed based LPWAN technologies which are either already commercially deployed or emerging, followed by a comparison among the technologies.
V. UNLICENSED SPECTRUM BASED LPWANs
Having evaluated a range of design decisions, we now examine LPWANs developed from these decisions. This section explores solutions where the design decision was made to operate in unlicensed spectra. Table 1 shows that unlicensed spectrum solutions are less expensive than their licensed counterparts, however, they are more likely to experience interference. Unlicensed spectrum networks are developed and maintained by various private organizations.
A. SIGFOX
SigFox is a French organisation founded in 2009 [37] who planned to deploy its LPWAN service in over 60 countries by the end of 2018 [38] . Devices require a compliant radio transceiver to connect to SigFox's network, and almost any organisation can manufacture these transceivers if terms and conditions are followed [39] . SigFox follows a completely subscriber-driven model and devices are relatively inexpensive.
Architecturally, SigFox defines their network as having two 'layers' -the Network Equipment and SigFox Support System as shown in Figure 1 . Network Equipment consists of all base stations and their attached antennae, following a star network topology resulting in energy-efficient endpoints and high spectral efficiency. Devices send messages over radio interface to the closest base station, which is responsible for receiving the message and backhauling it to the SigFox Support System over the public Internet. This backhaul utilizes VPN (virtual private network) tunneling and is generally based on DSL (digital subscriber line) with LTE (long-term evolution) and satellite as backup media [8] , [36] .
By default, SigFox base stations do not acknowledge message receipt, and compensate for reduced reliability with time and frequency diversity schemes [35] , [36] . Additionally, if multiple base stations are in range, each base station will receive and process each message [36] . This is an example of spatial diversity.
The SigFox Support System is hosted in a cloud environment by SigFox and consists of individual services carrying out most network functionality. These services can be divided into four major groups -i: Back-End Servers, ii: Storage, iii: Front-End Servers, and iv: Data.
Back-End Servers communicate directly with each base station over the backhaul network. These are responsible for monitoring and managing the base stations in addition to processing incoming messages. If multiple base stations receive a message, the back-end servers determine which copy to keep. Storage consists of two sets of databases -one stores all data retrieved from devices, and other stores metadata regarding each device. Messages are stored in the first database after being processed by back-end servers.
Front-End Servers communicate exclusively with storage's metadata database, presenting a web interface for subscribers to manage devices and configure user or group permissions.
Data communicates with message databases in the storage layer, presenting a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)based API for subscribers to retrieve data and integrate with business systems. Both uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) are supported, although the system is optimized for uplink communications.
SigFox divides the world into six distinct regions [40] numbered RC1 to RC6 with each having different channel characteristics, specifications, multiple access mechanisms, and performance. RC2 and RC4 have uplink data rates of 600 bps while all other RCs utilize 100 bps. In contrast, downlink data rate is 600 bps in all regions. Each region also utilizes its own center frequency, falling between 865 and 924 MHz.
RC1 uses a strict duty cycling mechanism that limits the transmission to 36 seconds per hour, while others use either Frequency Hopping or Listen Before Talk. Frequency hopping broadcasts each message three times on different frequencies and limits on-air time to 400ms per channel. In addition, any new transmission is prevented for a further 20 seconds. Listen Before Talk forces a device to verify whether an intended channel is free before it starts transmission if the detected signal is stronger than -80 dB. Downlink messages are even more restricted and can only be sent in response to uplink messages [41] . SigFox's cloud backend also limits each device to six uplink messages per hour and four downlink messages per day [42] . These strict policies limit the load scalability of SigFox networks.
Previous research provided conflicting results on SigFox's rural range. Mroue et al. [43] claim SigFox can achieve a maximum range of 63 km, while Raza et al. [3] , Poursafar et al. [10] , Qadir et al. [9] , and Finnegan and Brown claim it is 50 km. Mekki et al. state that SigFox's range is 40 km. [7] . SigFox provides little information in their own specifications, with only their United States website [44] stating it can communicate 'upwards of 20 miles' (32.2 km). Link budget is also contentious in previous literature, with Qadir et al. [9] and Pietrosemoli [45] providing a range of 146-162 dB. Zuniga [46] is more specific, claiming it is 162 dB UL and 163 dB DL in ETSI-compliant regions and 165 dB UL and 159 dB DL in FCC-compliant regions. SigFox's own site [47] states UL link budget of 163.3 dB is achieved by balancing bitrate with base station receiver sensitivity and transmission power. For example, if 600 bps is used, the base station's sensitivity will be 8 dBm lower and device transmission power is up to 8 dBm higher.
While conflicting information is reported in the literature regarding SigFox's security mechanism, the official white paper states it supports optional AES-128 encryption based on a device key [36] . This could introduce a security risk if users forget to enable security or willingly disable it. Despite this, the SigFox Support System is hosted in very secure data systems and utilizes VPN tunneling for backhauling. This suggests SigFox's backend is much more secure than its air interface.
B. LoRaWAN
While SigFox provides a proprietary solution with a completely subscriber-driven model, LoRa is an open standard relying on a manufacturing-driven model. LoRa consists of two protocols when acting as an LPWAN:
i. LoRa, which defines the physical layer and modulation technique.
ii. LoRaWAN, which defines the network's greater architecture and wide-area capabilities.
Unlike SigFox, LoRa uses a mostly manufacturing-driven business model with transceivers exclusively manufactured by Semtech [39] . While actual transceivers can only be manufactured by Semtech, any hardware manufacturer is permitted to integrate them into their devices provided LoRa's specifications are followed.
LoRaWAN has been developed by an open group called the LoRa alliance which any individual or organisation is free to join. Ray [39] noted that this leads to more flexible development but slows progress. The LoRaWAN alliance also certifies products developed for connecting to it, however, it does not restrict how organizations deploy or charge for access to their networks [49] . The LoRa alliance defines two types of LoRaWAN networks-i. Private and ii. Public networks. Private networks are operated by individuals or organizations for their own purpose, while organizations may offer public networks as a service to paying subscribers.
Like SigFox, LoRaWAN utilizes a star-of-stars network topology where star topology is employed but messages are received by all base stations in the range. LoRaWAN's network architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 . LoRaWAN base stations are named gateways and connected to a network server through a higher-throughput backhaul. These backhauls utilize the public Internet or a private WAN, with examples including Ethernet, LTE, Satellite and Wi-Fi [54] . Mekki et al. also noted how LoRaWAN's spatial diversity prevents complex message handover as seen in traditional cellular networks [7] . This makes LoRaWAN ideal for highmobility use cases where nodes are likely to move between gateways.
The network server decodes packets received from connected gateways and encodes packets destined for nodes connected to them. If multiple copies of the same packet are received via multiple gateways, the network server determines which message to keep. It is also capable of locating devices based on the time difference among duplicate messages [7] . The network server is also responsible for message acknowledgement, network security, and communicating with connected application servers [54] .
LoRaWAN employs an Adaptive Data Rate(ADR) mechanism in which each node's spreading factor is adjusted to select the highest practical data rate while maintaining an acceptable SNR. Finnegan and Brown [11] stated LoRaWAN cannot achieve practical structural scalability without ADR and would only support 120 nodes per base station without it. With ADR, LoRaWAN base stations are capable of serving over 1,000,000 nodes.
LoRaWAN end devices only receive downlink messages when a 'receive window' is open, and devices can be classified as follows to determine when this occurs [55] . These classifications are shown in Figure 3 .
Class A devices only open two temporary receive windows (shown in Figure 3 as RX) after sending a message uplink (shown as TX). Downlink messaging is only used for message acknowledgement.
Class B devices share the acknowledgement functionality of class A devices but also open receive windows at scheduled times known to the network server. The network server ensures that pending downlink messages are only sent to devices during these times.
Class C devices have receive windows constantly open except for when a message is being transmitted. Open receive windows consume additional power, meaning organizations should strive to use the lowest practical class.
Sinha et al. [5] stated that all devices join the network as Class A devices and can 'decide' to switch to Class C if needed. Mekki et al. [7] also mentioned that the LoRa alliance plans for future versions of the LoRaWAN protocol to support temporary switching between classes A and C.
LoRa's modulation technique utilizes a form of C-SS with available spreading factors between 7 and 12 [56] . Higher spreading factors increase the range and SNR limit while decreasing data rate [57] . LoRaWAN gateways can receive messages with different spreading factors, allowing it to vary between connected nodes.
FCC territories allow LoRaWAN to be deployed using either DS-SS or hybrid techniques, with hybrid techniques integrating LoRa's modulation scheme [20] . In addition, LoRaWAN utilizes the simple ALOHA technique for multiple access. As no LBT or AFA mechanism is implemented, this subjects the protocol to duty cycles from 0.1 to 1% in ETSI territories with the exception of a single high-capacity 10% band [58] . However, as discussed in Section III.A, FCC territories are much less restrictive when ALOHA is used.
Bandwidth on LoRa transceivers can be adjusted between 7.8 and 500 kHz, however, only 125, 250 and 500 kHz are used in practice [11] . LoRa's range depends on both spreading factor and the maximum transmission power permitted by local regulatory bodies. Bands utilized by LoRaWAN in ETSI territories are subject to 14 dBm, with a single exception for the 869.4-869.6 MHz band allowing 27 dBm [16] , [20] , [58] . Conversely, in FCC territories LoRaWAN utilizes between 20-30 dBm for DS-SS and 21 dBm for hybrid deployments [20] . VOLUME 8, 2020 LoRaWAN's urban range is unanimously agreed on as 5 km, however, there are different values reported for rural range. Mekki et al. [7] stated LoRaWAN has a rural range of 20 km, while Raza et al. [3] reported a higher value of 25 km. Ismail [4] , Qadir et al. [9] , and Finnegan and Brown [11] all reported a rural range of 15 km. Considering all the above, 18 km which is close to the mean of the above reported values can be regarded as the rural range.
LoRaWAN further attempts to avoid congestion or interference by enforcing a minimum TX-Off time after each message derived from the previous message's time-on-air [11] , [59] . Messages that take longer to send will result in further downtime before an additional message can be sent.
LoRaWAN's data rate depends on the spreading factor and bandwidth. Sinha et al. [5] , Mekki et al. [7] , and Finnegan and Brown [11] all state that LoRaWAN's maximum data rate is 50 kbps. Raza et al. [3] further elaborate that LoRaWAN's data rate is between 0.3-37.5 kbps if LoRa's C-SS modulation is used, while the 50 kbps rate is achieved using FSK. Ismail [4] and Lavric and Popa [6] provide conflicting maximum data rates of 27 and 5.5 kbps, respectively. The LoRa alliance's official specification [60] states the data rate is between 0.3 and 50 kbps, and these claimed values are likely to be closest to the actual achievable rate. Increasing the spreading factor will improve network reliability but consequentially lower data rate and load scalability.
C. WEIGHTLESS-IoT
Though SigFox and LoRaWAN have achieved widespread success with deployment in many application domains, not all LPWAN technologies achieved this level of success. The Weightless family of LPWAN standards has made two attempts at penetrating the market and have only seen some success with the third.
Weightless is a set of standards maintained and developed by the Weightless Special Interest Group (Weightless SIG), originally intending to provide LPWAN communications in TV whitespace (TVWS) [61] . Weightless SIG developed three different LPWAN standards, each with different technical capabilities:
i. Weightless-W ii. Weightless-N iii. Weightless-P Weightless-W is based on the original concept of delivering LPWANS in TVWS, operating in the 470-790 MHz band [62] . Worldwide availability of TVWS differs based on regional regulations and spectrum allocation, making Weightless-W unsuitable for deployment in many parts of the world. This lack of potential market share saw development on Weightless-W cease before 2015 [63] , however, Ray [62] noted the standard has potential in the oil and gas sectors where TVWS is likely to be available. If TVWS is available, Weightless-W provides a solution with a very high data rate.
The architecture of Weightless-W can be found in a 2013 report for the Weightless SIG by Webb [64] . Weightless-W follows star topology, and base stations communicate with a cloud-hosted network manager server over a backhaul utilizing either the public Internet or private WAN. Once uplink messages reach the network manager, they are forwarded to a second server called the synchronization database. This acts as an interface to the subscribers' own systems, with Webb's report outlining SAP and Oracle as examples. Conversely, information from outside the system is sent to the Synchronization database before being forwarded to the network manager and correct node.
Raza [3] noted Weightless-W signals can be sent with multiple spreading factors allowing a trade-off between link budget and data rate as seen in LoRaWAN. Webb's report [64] notes that alongside the spreading factor, receiver sensitivity also varies based on coding rate and downlink data rateas expected, 16-QAM modulation results in much shorter range than DBPSK. The minimum achievable RX sensitivity is −128 dBm with a data rate of 0.0025 Mbps, and the maximum −82.5 dBm with a data rate of 16 Mbps.
Weightless-N is the second standard developed by a company Neul, with an organisation named NWave developing most of the hardware [62] . Weightless-N operates in the ISM band as opposed to TVWS [65] and has no downlink capabilities [3] . McClelland [66] also noted that Weightless-N has a superior MAC-layer implementation to SigFox. This was likely an attempt at gaining some of SigFox's market share, however, Weightless-N was ultimately unsuccessful and the responsibility for the standard was given to ETSI [65] . This failure is attributed to factors including an unbalanced link budget and the required Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator(TCXO) component [62] . Despite its perceived failure, Weightless-N networks were deployed in both Denmark [67] and London [68] .
Weightless-P is the latest standard released by Weightless SIG, and like Weightless-N it targets low data rate networks operating in the ISM band. The technology has been championed by a Taiwanese company named Ubiik, who has become the main manufacturer and distributor for Weightless-P solutions. Weightless has finally seen more success with this standard, and Ubiik claimed to have shipped hardware to 20 countries as of 2017 [69] .
Weightless-P fully supports downlink communications, allowing it to be suitable in applications where Weightless-N was not [3] , [70] . Weightless-P's use of GMSK modulation eliminates the requirement of the problematic TCXO unit, mitigating one of the main issues with Weightless-N. Moreover, Weightless-P's GMSK and QPSK modulation are improvements over Weightless-N's DBPSK. But QPSK has a higher error rate and requires more power to lower this [71] , [72] while the use of GMSK also lowers Weightless-P's effective range and makes it potentially less suitable for use in WANs. Weightless SIG have also taken effort to ensure the standard achieves the best performance within ETSI and FCC regulations. Weightless-P's use of LBT and AFA mechanisms relax duty cycling limits in ETSI territories, while its use of FH-SS also grants it exemption from the strictest FCC regulations [70] . Weightless SIG provided some information about Weightless-P's network architecture in [70] , breaking a Weightless-P network into End Devices (Eds) and Base Stations (BSs). Figure 4 provides a graphical representation of this architecture. Eds are generally simple, inexpensive and have a lower duty cycle, while BSs are more complex. All Eds communicate with a single BS to form a cell, and BSs are connected by a network called the Base Station Network (BSN). The BSN manages resource allocation, scheduling, roaming, ADR [73] and security. Interestingly, it appears Weightless-P is heavily inspired by LTE architecture. Another similarity with LTE is Weightless-P's mobility functionality, with Weightless-P supporting handover, roaming, and cell re-selection [74] .
Raza et al. [3] claim that Weightless-P has an urban communication range of 2 km. Ubiik elaborates on this by stating Weightless-P can cover 2 km in a dense urban environment [75] , but is also capable of covering 4 km in a 'medium city' environment. On another site [76] , Ubiik compares Weightless-P's link budget of 160 dB to LoRaWAN's budget of 150 dB. Despite Weightless-P's 160 dB link budget, Ubiik only provided achievable range for 150 dB on their website. The site states a link budget of 150 dB covers a range of ∼5 km in a medium city and ∼25km in a rural area. Considering this we can state that Weightless-P has a range of 2-5 km in an urban environment depending on density, and a range of ∼25 km in a rural environment.
Weightless-P allows organizations to deploy private networks with complete ownership of the infrastructure, ensuring exclusive access to the network [77] , [78] .
D. NB-Fi
The NB-Fi standard is developed by a standardization body named the NB-Fi alliance and an organisation named WAVIoT. WAVIoT will work with other parties to develop custom devices for the protocol, while the NB-Fi alliance provides licenses to build devices for an annual fee. NB-Fi is also not a single protocol, but instead a protocol suite encompassing all layers of the OSI network model [79] .
NB-Fi devices connect to a local base station which backhauls over Ethernet, GPRS or satellite to a cloud-based server [80] . Interestingly, NB-Fi base stations utilize a form of edge computing and perform a significant amount of data processing internally. This allows NB-Fi networks to continue operating during outages [79] .
WAVIoT offers three deployment methods for NB-Fi LPWANs [80] :
i. Public Networks are marketed towards large telecom organizations and can cover an entire state or even a country. These contain many base stations acting as cells.
ii. Private Networks are marketed towards smaller organizations and cover a single city area, consisting of several cells.
iii. Enterprise Networks are marketed towards the simplest use-cases and cover a small area using a single 'minigateway' cell.
Private and enterprise networks are purely subscriberdriven models managed by WAVIoT, who hosts the cloud server on its own network. Subscribers communicate with devices and monitor the network by utilizing proprietary software packages and APIs. Public networks are managed by the operating organisation who hosts the cloud server on its own infrastructure. This allows the organisation to be responsible for subscriptions, billing, maintenance, and support of the network.
NB-Fi devices can have transmission power adjusted to 14, 16, or 27 dBm. Increasing transmission power increases the link budget at the cost of higher power consumption. NB-Fi's own site claims link budget can reach 'up to 174 dB'. Ikpehai et al.
[81] support this, stating that 174 dB is reached with TX power of 30 dBm. Finnegan and Brown [11] claimed that NB-Fi offers an uplink latency of 30 seconds and a downlink latency of 60 seconds. The NB-Fi alliance states that NB-Fi has a minimum data rate of 11 bits per second [82] , and a white paper by WAVIoT [83] provides a range of accepted data rates for NB-Fi's physical layer; 50, 400, 3200, or 25600 bps. Finnegan and Brown [11] claim that NB-Fi is capable of communicating over 16.6 km in an urban environment, however WAVIoT's own site [79] , [80] provides a range of 10 km. As it is unlikely WAVIoT would advertise specifications lower than actual performance, this value can be considered as the correct estimation.
E. DASH7
DASH7 Alliance Protocol (D7AP) originates from ISO18000-7, an active radio frequency identification (Active RFID) specification utilized by the US Department of Defense (DoD) [84] . D7AP extends this standard to a fullstack protocol reaching up to the application layer and expands its functionality from RFID systems to WSN environments. The D7AP standard is developed and maintained by the DASH7 Alliance.
Architecturally, D7AP networks are very similar to LoRaWAN, allowing users to deploy their own private network. Alongside end devices and gateways, D7AP networks can also contain sub-controllers -devices that relay communications between gateways and multiple end devices [84] , [85] . Sub-controllers have the entire suite of gateway functionality, but unlike gateways they are permitted to enter low-powered 'rest' mode. D7AP end devices spend most of their time in rest mode, only 'waking' when required to send or receive messages. The use of sub-controllers allows D7AP to implement a tree topology alongside the more common star and star-of-stars [11] , [84] , [86] .
All gateways connect to a Network Server (NS) responsible for administrative functions including data aggregation and handling duplicate messages. NS further connect to a customer cloud, with the NS and customer cloud respectively similar to LoRaWAN's network server and application servers.
D7AP is built around five concepts with the acronym BLAST-Bursty, Light, Asynchronous, Stealth, and Transitive [84] - [86] . Bursty refers to D7AP messaging being intermittent with short time-on-air, while light refers to the small maximum packet size of 256 bytes. Asynchronous references the fact that periodic synchronization and handshaking is not required between devices, which instead communicate as needed. Stealth describes each device's capability to restrict incoming communications to those on a stored whitelist, and the fact that beaconing is not required. Finally, Transitive simply illustrates the standard's mobility features -devices can move freely between gateways.
Lo-Rate, Normal, and Hi-Rate modes are offered for communication respectively allowing data rates of 9.6, 55.555, and 166.667 kbps [84] , [86] . Frames are either classified as foreground or background -foreground frames contain actual data being communicated, while background frames are responsible for network management and controlling foreground communications. Background frames are a fixed 6 bytes in length, while foreground frames have variable length of up to 256 bytes. Alongside commonly seen FEC encoding, D7AP also implements PN9 data whitening. Data whitening distributes a signal's power evenly over the occupied bandwidth to avoid DC offset [87] without introducing processing gain [88] . The term PN9 simply refers to the use of a 9-bit pseudorandom number generator [89] .
D7AP provides an API for abstracting network addressing and other complexities behind simple file system commands and queries [84] , [90] . Commands access the file systems of network devices, with each device containing both system and user files. System files specify network configuration parameters, while user files contain data for application-specific purposes. Commands can read or write sensor/actuator values in user files or perform remote configuration and maintenance through reading and writing system files. Permissions are also enforced on files as per any standard system with support for over-the-air authorization. Queries accompanying file system commands can specify which devices to execute the command on, and under which (if any) conditions to do so. Devices are queried based on contexts such as the type of device or its current value.
Communications between D7AP end devices and gateways or sub-controllers can occur using one of three methods [4] -the D7AP Advertising Protocol(D7AAdvP), the D7AP Action Protocol(D7AActP), or dormant sessions. D7AAdvP is used for tag-talk-first uplink communications and D7AActP for downlink communications, with both designed to uphold the BLAST concept and maximize energyefficiency. Dormant sessions queue downlink communications for a specific period of time before initiation, however, if uplink communications are initiated during this time the gateway will request a new session to exchange the queued message. More information on these mechanisms can be found in the DASH7 alliance's specification document [86] , alongside the works in [84] and [90] .
VI. LICENSED SPECTRUM BASED LPWANs
Following the preceding section's analyses of unlicensedspectrum standards, this section examines the standards operating in the licensed frequency spectra. All licensed-spectrum standards are developed by 3GPP and based on the existing cellular protocols.
Licensed-spectrum solutions are more expensive to implement, however provide more reliable services because of exclusive access to their assigned frequency band. In addition, the lack of regulatory restrictions that unlicensed spectra are subject to brings significant improvements to load scalability for licensed spectra. Increased cost can be easily borne by larger telecom organizations, who are likely to already own 3GPP infrastructure. As these solutions can be utilized by the existing 3GPP infrastructure, telecom organizations can implement them without purchasing or radically changing assets.
As of Release 13, 3GPP provides three standards for deploying IoT solutions in LTE or legacy GSM infrastructure based around the lowest-capacity categories of User Equipment (UE) [4] , [ DRX is a technique used to increase battery life by periodically de-activating a UE's radio transmitter. The time the transceiver is inactive is known as DRX time, and in humanfacing devices such as smartphones it is imperceptibly small. Because of less stringent latency requirements for non-critical use cases, IoT UEs can tolerate minutes or even hours of delay in these situations. In response, 3GPP introduced the eDRX standard in release 13, supporting DRX times up to 10.24 seconds in connected mode and 2.91 hours in idle mode [91] , [94] .
Using Power Saving Mode, a UE sends two messages to the base station specifying a negotiable time to cache UE information for. UEs must 'reattach' to the network after a DRX cycle, consuming additional power. However, if the information is cached, UEs are not required to reattach to the network and energy is conserved. A store-and-forward mechanism can also be used to prevent message loss during deactivated periods [94] .
Coverage Enhancement is a time diversity scheme providing two modes for UEs -Mode A or Mode B [95] . CE Mode A provides small-to-medium range improvements while Mode B provides long-range improvements. Utilizing CE increases range but also increases power consumption while limiting throughput and data rate, confirming the relationship between diversity techniques and range shown in Sections III-IV. Both advantages and disadvantages of CE are seen at much greater extents if Mode B is used. Table 2 summarizes the energy saving techniques adopted by 3GPP. [92] , [95] , [97] , [98] ).
B. NB-IoT
NB-IoT is by far the most prolific 3GPP cellular standard, with industries and research communities [5] , [43] , [96] predominantly assessing NB-IoT. NB-IoT's low data rate, UNB modulation, long range and low power consumption are clearly 3GPP's attempt to compete with proprietary LPWAN standards such as SigFox and LoRaWAN.
NB-IoT is based on a slightly modified iteration of the standard LTE architecture. UEs connect to the LTE UTRAN (Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network) which backhauls information to other UEs or external systems over a central network. Some LTE functionalities have been removed from NB-IoT UEs to conserve energy including Inter-RAT (Radio Access Technology) mobility, handover mechanisms, public warning functions, dual connectivity, carrier aggregation and emergency calling [91] . Many of the LTE's standard physical channels have been altered for NB-IoT to conserve energy, including limiting modulation techniques to only QPSK or BPSK and fitting both primary and secondary synchronization signals into one Physical Resource Block (PRB) and supporting Transport Block Sizes (TBS) smaller than a single PRB [99] - [102] .
Two optimizations for the EPC (Evolved Packet Core) are outlined for NB-IoT on the control and user planes, collectively named the CIoT EPS (Cellular IoT Evolved Packet System) Optimization [103] , [104] . Control Plane optimization ensures that UE data is sent over the signaling bearer without an additional data bearer being established. This eliminates the overhead of establishing a data bearer, reducing the overall transmission time, and conserving power. User Plane optimization ensures UEs cache RRC (Radio Resource Control) protocol information when entering into an inactive state, removing their need to establish a new RRC connection upon 'waking up'. This reduces transmission time, therefore conserves power. CIoT also specifies a new EPC node for handling Machine-to-Machine(M2M)-type data, named the SCEF (Service Capability Exposure Function). The SCEF handles non-IP data and allows it to be sent and received over the LTE network using the control plane [103] . Figure 5 provides a graphical outline of the EPC architecture and its optimizations.
One of NB-IoT's most attractive traits for telecom organizations is its ability to be deployed in one of three modesi. In-band, ii. Guard-band, or iii. Stand-alone. Which one is VOLUME 8, 2020 deployed depends on available infrastructure [4] , [94] , [100] . Each of these is differentiated in Figure 6 . Using In-band deployment, NB-IoT signals are assigned an existing PRB on the current LTE band in use. NB-IoT's 180 kHz messages can easily be multiplexed into a 180 kHz LTE PRB, however caution must be exercised to avoid overlap with legacy control and reference signals [99] , [105] . Guard-band deployment involves transmitting NB-IoT signals in an existing LTE signal's guard-band. Guard-band increases with signal bandwidth, and guard-bands for signals under 5 MHz are too narrow to support this deployment. Consequentially, 3GPP release 13 advises UNB manufacturers to employ power boosting techniques for 5 MHz signals [101] . Stand-alone deployment involves NB-IoT signals being transmitted entirely separately from existing LTE signals. Existing GSM carriers utilize 200 kHz signals, creating a perfect opportunity for organizations to refarm unused GSM channels and decommissioned infrastructure for NB-IoT [12] , [99] . However, if the GSM band is utilized for standalone deployment, NB-IoT message bandwidth will increase to 200 kHz.
In-band and Guard-band solutions provide greater spectral efficiency than stand-alone deployment as they utilize unused bands in an existing signal. A study by Ratasuk et al. [101] also proved that guard-band deployment exhibits better downlink performance in poor conditions. Despite this, utilizing 200 kHz GSM signals in Guard-band deployment may reduce spectral efficiency due to the slight bandwidth increase. This is likely to be overlooked by telecom organizations because of the economic benefits offered by re-using the existing infrastructure.
3GPP Release 14 introduced enhancements to the NB-IoT protocol intending to conserve additional power, further increase the data rate, and expand its suitable use cases [92] . A new NB-IoT device category named Cat. NB2 was developed to enhance Release 13's Cat. NB1 category. Improving on Cat. NB1's maximum TBS of 680 bits downlink and 1000 bits uplink, Cat. NB2 supports TBS of 2536 bits both uplink and downlink. Cat. NB2 also permits a second Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request(HARQ) process, utilization of which will increase uplink data rate from 106 to 158.5 kbps and downlink data rate from 79 to 127 kbps. In contrast, Cat NB1 only supported data rates of 62.5 kbps uplink and 25.5 kbps downlink. [106] To make NB-IoT suitable for additional use cases, Release 14 adds multicast capabilities, significantly improved location services, and specifies a new UE power class. Standard NB-IoT devices are restricted by a maximum transmission power of either 20 or 23 dBm [106] , [107] , while Release 14's new class imposes further restrictions of 14 dBm. Smaller, simpler batteries such as relatively common coin batteries can feasibly power 14 dBm devices, leading to physically smaller UEs. Allowing smaller UEs makes NB-IoT feasible for use cases requiring compact devices, however the reduced transmission power also decreases link budget from 164 to 155 dB. As always, a trade-off between energy-efficiency and range is present.
Release 14's multicast capabilities allow for more energyefficient transmission to systems where many UEs require the same downlink message such as smart streetlights, and improved handling of over-the-air firmware management. In addition, improved location services significantly increase NB-IoT's applicability to logistics, transportation, and other use cases where devices 'move'.
Existing literature presents conflicting values for NB-IoT's range. Ismail [4] and Qadir et al. [9] both provide values of 15 km, in contrast to Li et al.'s [108] claim of 35 km. These inconsistencies are possibly explained by Wang et al. [100] who demonstrate NB-IoT's range depends on the length of the cyclic prefix(CP) prepending PRBs. PRBs with CP timeon-air of 66.67 µs achieve up to 10 km range, while PRBs with CP time-on-air of 266.7 µs achieve up to 40 km range. However, these do not separate the range into urban and rural settings. In 2018, Ericsson and Australian provider Telstra [109] used enhanced software to extend NB-IoT's rural range from 40 to 100 km without requiring modifications to base station hardware. This will logically increase the urban range by a similar magnitude; however, no numeric measurement is available. Consequentially, we can only conclude that the maximum urban range is below 100 km. LTE-M is set apart from all other solutions in this paper for its broadband-like networking capabilities. The demand for higher-performance IoT solutions is only growing with time, and a larger number of stakeholders are requesting high-criticality or low-latency functionality over IoT. Release 13 ensured LTE-M was capable of positioning, voice streaming, and video streaming [95] and Release 14 further optimized these capabilities for greater performance and efficiency. Release 14 also introduced multicast capabilities to LTE-M for greater efficiency in over-the-air firmware updates and simultaneous commands or actuations to many devices.
Deployment of Cat M1 demonstrated its low-level broadband capabilities that are often insufficient for highperformance IoT systems, providing a maximum data rate of 1 Mbps both uplink and downlink with a bandwidth of 1.08 MHz [110] . In response, Release 14 introduced Cat M2 allowing bandwidth of 1.4, 5, or 20 MHz downlink and 1.4 or 5 MHz uplink [93] . Utilizing a 5 MHz uplink bandwidth achieves data rates up to 4 Mbps downlink and 7 Mbps uplink, while 1.4 MHz bandwidth can reach 3 Mbps uplink. Increasing maximum TBS contributed to this improved performance, alongside increasing the allowed number of HARQ processes as seen in Cat NB2. Nokia's white paper [97] stated that while LTE-M UEs require less transmission power than NB-IoT, the modems themselves are over 5% more complex. Unlike NB-IoT, LTE-M makes no changes to the standard LTE architecture, allowing UEs to operate on any LTE network assuming cells can process bandwidth-limited communications [95] .
Several steps have been taken to extend the physical coverage and range of LTE-M signals. By default, LTE-M has a coverage extension of 15 dB to help signals penetrate through obstacles such as walls [12] , [95] , [97] , [111] . It is unknown how useful this will be, as indoor penetration increases power requirements by 20 dB and 'deep indoor' penetration such as basements increases it by 30 dB [96] . Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the modes available for this standard.
D. EC-GSM
As the name suggests, EC-GSM (Extended Coverage GSM) uses existing GSM and GPRS infrastructure for IoT connectivity [13] . Existing infrastructure has been enhanced for IoT by improving coverage, security, and energy efficiency, while remaining backward-compatible with GSM [112] . This is achieved through an additional 20 dB of link budget, PSM, and eDRX. GSM's voice capability has been removed, but SMS messaging is still supported [13] . Furthermore, GSM only supports DRX cycles up to 11 minutes while EC-GSM can support 52 minutes.
EC-GSM uses the GSM network for communications and therefore, conforms to the GSM architecture. IoT traffic is sent through the GPRS sub-system's Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) and multiplexed with existing traffic. GSM/GPRS communications are widely distributed worldwide, though have been decommissioned in many wealthier countries. Fully decommissioning sites is costly, making the concept of re-purposing GSM hardware and frequencies attractive to telecom organizations. The sheer amount of GSM infrastructure gives the platform a vast potential market presence, particularly in developing countries where LTE is yet to be widely deployed.
EC-GSM supports both GMSK (Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying) and 8PSK modulation schemes. Tabbane [13] stated that depending on coverage extension scheme used, GMSK achieves speed between 350 bps to 70 kbps. 8PSK is capable of a much faster 240 kbps, however, this also increases power consumption and BER [72] .
VII. COMPARISON
This section compares all LPWANs examined above and ranks them on the extent to which they meet LPWAN's design goals as stated in Section II. Rankings are determined by examining specifications and test results reported in previous research. The ranking outcomes are then compared to the design decisions discussed in Section III and their impact as summarized in Section IV. All specifications discussed in the preceding two sections are summarized in Table 4 . Additionally, power consumption metrics are summarized in Table 5 , and performance metrics in Table 6 . Weightless-W and Weightless-N have been excluded from these rankings as they have been superseded in favor of Weightless-P.
Data rate is not a core LPWAN requirement like those laid out in Section II, however, it is evaluated for each LPWAN in the remainder of this paper. Data rate often determines whether an LPWAN is suitable for a given business case, especially for supporting time-critical applications.
A. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Three measures of power consumption have been provided for each LPWAN in Table 5 , which are: i. RX Power Consumption, ii. TX Power Consumption, and iii. Sleep Mode Power Consumption. Alongside these, existing literature has provided reports on battery life for each protocol. In practice, battery life will vary between use cases and the type of battery. For example, using the same transceiver, a data logger that sends a small value once daily will last much longer than a water quality monitoring sensor sending hourly data from a treatment plant. Values reported for battery life in the table are averages or estimates provided by the manufacturer or through independent research. Some LPWANs allow operators to adjust TX power to more specifically suit their requirements. Increasing TX power will increase the link budget and therefore range, however, it will also increase TX power consumption and decrease battery life. This is an embodiment of the tradeoffs seen in LPWAN requirements and supported by NB-Fi, EC-GSM, and NB-IoT as of 3GPP Release 14. TX power can also vary between regions depending on local regulations.
It can be observed that cellular solutions consume more power than unlicensed-spectrum solutions. RX power consumption varies little between unlicensed-spectrum solutions, however there is significantly more variety in TX power consumption. SigFox, LoRaWAN, and D7AP have the lowest TX power consumption -however, it should be noted D7AP's value was obtained for 10 dBm transmission power, while the lowest available value for SigFox and LoRa is 14 dBm. This is followed in ascending order by NB-Fi and Weightless-P. TX power consumption for 14 dBm transmission power almost doubles between LoRaWAN and NB-Fi, while there is no significant increase between NB-Fi and Weightless-P.
TX power consumption significantly increases between Weightless-P and NB-IoT, and even further between NB-IoT and LTE-M. The increase between NB-IoT and LTE-M is significant, as transmission power is very similar in both networks. In addition, RX power consumption increases by over 300% between DASH7 and NB-IoT. RX power consumption is significantly more varied between licensed-spectrum solutions than between those utilizing the unlicensed spectrum.
Interestingly, observing link budgets between LPWANs shows that link budget does not always increase with TX power consumption. Increases in TX or RX consumption can also be caused by complex modulation schemes, channel access techniques, and signal diversity schemes requiring repeated transmission. For example, SigFox uses approximately 50 mA to transmit a message, however, transmits each message multiple times due to its frequency and time diversity schemes.
Sleep-mode power consumption is another important parameter, and arguably the most influential for the many sensors that spend the majority of time in a low-power state. As always, cellular solutions consume more power than unlicensed-spectrum LPWANs -however, the gap between NB-IoT and unlicensed-spectrum networks is quite narrow. Notably, SigFox uses far less power during sleep-mode than other LPWANs. This, combined with its highly restricted downlink capabilities, solidify its suitability for uplink-only sensors or data loggers.
Comparing LPWAN energy consumption supports several assessments made in Sections III-IV. The ALOHA multiple access method and similar R-FDMA are respectively utilized by LoRaWAN and SigFox, which utilize the least power during message transmission and receipt. Table 1 of Section IV indicates moderate impact of modulation techniques such as binary schemes on energy efficiency. This is supported by the fact that SigFox and NB-Fi are very energy-efficient and utilize BPSK on the uplink channel. LoRa modulation is also claimed to be very energy-efficient, and this is reflected in LoRaWAN's low power consumption.
Sections III-IV also state that duplexity significantly affects power consumption, with FD solutions consuming the most power. NB-Fi and LTE-M are the only LPWANs capable of FD communications, and respectively consume the most power of all unlicensed solutions and out of all solutions. However, without knowing NB-Fi's multiple-access scheme, the full significance of its duplexity is unknown.
B. LONG RANGE
Range can be evaluated by considering both how far an LPWAN can communicate from its base station, and its ability to penetrate obstacles. Consequentially, many LPWANs have both urban and rural ranges provided, assuming rural areas are less obstructed. However, obstructions such as trees and geological features are still present in rural areas [140] . While we have provided distinct urban and rural ranges for unlicensed-spectrum LPWANs in Table 6 , only single values were found in previous literature for cellular solutions. However, we can provide a relative ranking with the assumption that higher rural ranges result in higher urban ranges, and vice versa. In the case of NB-IoT, we know that the high range of 100 km was achieved in a rural area [109] .
We also assume that the values provided for EC-GSM and LTE are achieved in rural areas, as LoRaWAN achieves similar values in urban areas with a very similar link budget. In these cases, urban range is specified as less than the rural range. Weightless-P is an unusual example, capable of communicating over very long distances in rural areas but having a very short range in urban areas. In fact, Weightless-P fails to meet Section II-B's target of 5 km in urban environments.
Lauridsen et al. evaluated the obstacle penetration capability of various LPWANs in wide rural areas in [96] and [139] . These studies demonstrated that indoor environments with 20 dB penetration loss respectively cause 1% outage for NB-IoT, LTE-M, and SigFox, and 2% for LoRaWAN. Additionally, deep-indoor environments with 30 dB penetration loss respectively cause 8% outage for NB-IoT, 13% for SigFox, and 20% for LoRaWAN and LTE-M. Other studies [141] , [142] have shown LoRaWAN performs well at through-wall indoor communications, with
Petajajarvi et al. [143] reporting an average success rate of 96.7%. WAVIoT, the manufacturers of NB-Fi, claims it has superior obstacle penetration to SigFox and LoRaWAN. Cetinkaya and Akan [135] , alongside Piromalis et al. [134] , claim D7AP performs well at penetrating walls, water, and concrete. While not referencing specific obstructions, both [90] and [124] generally state D7AP has good obstacle penetration.
Sections III-IV observes that signal diversity techniques are used to extend communications range, and this is a well-known principle demonstrated by 3GPP's Coverage Enhancement (CE) feature [92] , [95] . LTE-M has a comparable range with other LPWANs and a significantly wider band in the order of megahertz. NB-IoT also has a wider band than several LPWANs but is capable of the longestdistance communication. The relationship between diversity techniques and range is further supported by SigFox, which utilizes triple diversity techniques and has the second-highest range following NB-IoT. Manufacturing-driven systems are also assessed to provide better range as network owners can install additional base stations or repeaters without restriction from a provider. However, there is still a practical limit to the effectiveness of doing this.
Licensed-spectrum solutions theoretically provide better range due to the lack of regulatory restrictions limiting transmission power. While the licensed-spectrum NB-IoT's have significantly higher ranges than other LPWANs, the second and third-highest ranges (rural) belong to SigFox and NB-Fi respectively; both unlicensed-spectrum solutions. SigFox and NB-Fi also achieve very good urban range. It is thus observed that even with these enforced limitations on transmission power, LPWANs are able to increase coverage through the other techniques discussed in this paper. Despite this, NB-IoT's range is significantly higher than all other LPWANs discussed, and it is uncertain at this stage whether this could be achievable with regulatory limits on transmission power.
We consider NB-IoT, SigFox, and NB-Fi as having the leading communication ranges of all LPWANs discussed. NB-IoT is the clear leader, capable of communicating up to 100 km in rural areas and exhibiting leading obstacle penetration. This is followed by SigFox, which had the secondbest obstacle penetration in Lauridsen et al.'s studies and is capable of communicating 50 km in rural areas. NB-Fi also has a very long range of 30 km, and reportedly good obstacle penetration. Weightless-P and D7AP both have comparatively short ranges, with both falling short of the 5 km target established in Section II. D7AP has the lowest overall range, limited to a single kilometer if sub-controller relays are not utilized [85] .
C. SCALABILITY
Structural scalability is relatively easy to rank, as quantitative measurements of base station capacity are available for each LPWAN. Weightless-P and D7AP are the clear leaders with unlimited capacity, followed by NB-Fi with 2,000,000 nodes. SigFox and LoRaWAN both place third, allowing 'over 1,000,000' potential devices. LTE-M has the highest structural scalability of licensed spectrum solutions, allowing 80,000 nodes when security is enabled. While a value comparable to unlicensed spectrum solutions of 1,000,000 nodes is achievable when security is disabled, we will not consider this as the risk is unacceptable. NB-IoT follows LTE-M with 52,547 nodes, and EC-GSM has the lowest observed structural scalability with only 50,000 nodes. While Weightless-P and D7AP have the highest capacity, we will rank them below NB-Fi as the practical number of connected nodes are limited by their low communication ranges.
Licensed spectrum networks have superior overall load scalability to unlicensed networks as they are not subjected to regulatory restrictions. As unlicensed solutions are impacted by restrictions, their load scalability depends on the specific regulations that apply.
SigFox ranks the lowest due to harsh restrictions where devices are only permitted to send six uplink messages per hour and receive four downlink messages per day in response to uplink messages. This is followed by LoRaWAN and D7AP -a lack of LBT/AFA mechanisms subjects LoRaWAN to heavier restrictions in ETSI zones, while a lack of spread-spectrum modulation subjects D7AP to heavier restrictions in FCC zones. In contrast, Weightless-P supports both LBT/AFA and spread-spectrum functionality, allowing it to rank higher in scalability. At the time of writing, no further information was available regarding NB-Fi's multiple access techniques or compliance with regulatory restrictions.
This section's rankings show that unlicensed-spectrum solutions provide greater structural scalability while licensedspectrum solutions provide higher load scalability. Deploying a network often requires stakeholders to choose between structural and load scalability, with no solution currently offering both -this is addressed further in Section IX.A while discussing research challenges. This section's ranking confirmed the relationships between load scalability and LPWAN design decisions outlined in Sections III-IV.
D. LOW COST
It is difficult to estimate a definite cost for each LPWAN as many variables are involved such as regional prices, subscription fees, and inflation. However, it is possible to scale prices by reviewing previous studies and compare prices offered by manufacturers or telcos. We will prioritize the subscription fees of Subscriber-Driven(SD) networks and ongoing maintenance costs of Manufacturing-Driven networks (MD) before upfront transceiver cost, as periodic payments soon exceed outright device investment. All dollar values provided in this section are in United States Dollars (USD).
Most LPWANs discussed in this paper are SD networks, and those using the licensed spectrum are more expensive because of licensing fees imposed on the provider. LoRaWAN, Weightless-P, and D7AP are the only Manufacturing-Driven networks discussed, allowing organizations to deploy their own networks and infrastructure. Both business models will incur annual cost; SD networks require the obvious subscription fee, while organizations deploying MD networks incur the cost of running and maintaining the network. Interestingly, as a consequence of its popularity, LoRaWAN can also be offered as a SD network by third-party organizations including The Things Network [144] .
Depending on an organization's available resources and skill level, maintaining an MD network and its infrastructure could incur a higher cost than SD network fees. The size and complexity of a network also influence which business model is more cost-effective, however available resources and skills also contribute to this.
The NB-Fi Alliance state [126] NB-Fi annual subscription fees range from $5.60 to $4.10 per device depending on the total number of devices. SigFox and their trusted providers offer both discovery and enterprise subscriptions [145] . Discovery pricing is made on a per-device basis, and annual cost per device varies with country and desired daily message limit. As of December 2019, this ranges between $13.75 and $33.00 in the United States. Enterprise subscription is available for networks exceeding 1000 devices; however, customers are instructed to directly contact SigFox to establish a pricing agreement.
As there is no subscription fee, comparing manufacturingdriven requires comparing the individual device cost. An article [146] by the Chair of Weightless SIG's marketing group states that Weightless-P transceivers can be implemented for between $1-5. A study by Mekki et al. [7] also claims that LoRa devices cost between 3 and 5 euro, or $3.3 -5.6. Thus, we can consider Weightless-P and LoRaWAN equivalent in cost. However, if deploying and maintaining a private network is too costly when compared with the network's purpose, we consider LoRaWAN cheaper as there are many options available for subscribing to a thirdparty-network.
Ayoub et al. [85] report that D7AP gateways cost between $100-1000, contrasting this with a $15000 NB-IoT base station. Piromalis state that D7AP end devices are expensive to implement for a number of reasons stated in [134] . However, no specific price information for end devices could be found at the time of writing.
When comparing subscription costs for licensed spectrum solutions, LTE-M is the most expensive. Telcos charge according to data usage and bandwidth, and LTE-M offers far more of those resources than NB-IoT and EC-GSM.
In light of the above discussion. SigFox and NB-Fi appear to be the least expensive solutions, as their low subscription fees will incur less cost than maintaining and powering even small private networks. SigFox transceivers have upfront costs of $2-3 per device [147] , while NB-Fi transceivers cost $4.99 [126] . LoRaWAN can often also allow this, as there are many providers offering connection to existing LoRaWAN networks as a service. As we have considered Weightless-P and LoRaWAN equivalent in cost, unlicensed spectrum solutions lead at cost-efficiency.
This discussion confirms the statements in Sections III-IV that licensed spectrum solutions are more expensive, however other relationships established in that section also play a role in determining cost. Utilizing ALOHA multiple access is stated to reduce cost, and two of the lowest-cost LPWANs utilize either ALOHA (LoRaWAN) or the similar R-FDMA (SigFox). LoRaWAN's own LoRa modulation is also stated to be very low-cost, although modulation technique has a relatively small effect on cost.
However, not all relationships in Sections III-IV are supported. Using diversity techniques or full duplexity are stated to significantly impact cost. SigFox makes heavy use of diversity techniques and NB-Fi offers full duplexity, and these are both among the least expensive LPWANs.
E. INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT
In contrast to the previous discussions throughout this sub-section, we will supplement this by utilizing the analysis in Sections III-IV to evaluate the relative interferencemanagement capability of the LPWANS discussed.
While both licensed and unlicensed-band solutions are at the risk of malicious jamming, unlicensed-band solutions also risk 'accidental' interference from co-existing networks. UNB modulation greatly reduces the risk of accidental interference, however, increases the ease of malicious jamming. Spread-spectrum technologies are somewhat resistant to both malicious and accidental interference, particularly when used with a Forward Error Correction (FEC) mechanism.
Sources (e.g., [5] , [7] ) claimed that NB-IoT has a 'low' interference immunity compared to LoRaWAN and SigFox. While it is far less likely to encounter interference in a licensed band, its use of UNB modulation makes it open to malicious jamming. SigFox also utilizes UNB modulation, however its use of frequency-hopping mitigates the risk of malicious jamming. While comparable to NB-IoT operating in a narrow band of licensed frequency, EC-GSM is at even greater risk of malicious jamming as it utilizes less-advanced TDMA/FDMA channel access. LTE-M is perhaps the most resistant of all cellular solutions to malicious jamming as it operates over a wider band and utilizes robust OFDMA channel access. This is further enhanced in Release 14's Cat. M2 standard that communicates over an even wider band.
LoRaWAN's C-SS modulation sees it rank first for interference handling, however, other unlicensed spectrum networks employ their own methods. D7AP utilizes FEC and PN9 data whitening, does not require beaconing or periodic synchronization messages, and each end device can maintain a whitelist of devices permitted to communicate [84] . Weightless-P and SigFox are both capable of frequencyhopping [70] , with Weightless-P also utilizing FEC error correction [3] . SigFox and NB-Fi are very interferenceresistant by nature due to their respective UNB bandwidths of 100 Hz [114] and 140 Hz [82] .
This discussion supports the statements in Sections III-IV that LoRa and UNB modulation schemes provide robust interference resistance, along with resulting frequency bands that are either very narrow or distributed over wide bands using a spread-spectrum technique. SigFox and Weightless-P also utilize FH-SS spread spectrum at the multiple access level, which is stated to significantly benefit interference resistance. Considering that SigFox uses UNB and FH-SS alongside several diversity techniques, and LoRaWAN uses its own LoRa protocol, the claims that the two protocols resist interference better than NB-IoT can be theoretically supported. Considering the previous paragraph's discussion, we also rank D7AP highly among unlicensed-spectrum solutions.
F. INTEGRATION
SigFox and NB-Fi rank very highly for integration as cloud platforms, user-facing tools, and APIs are core components of the system and are offered with every subscription. While D7AP is manufacturing-driven and users deploy their own networks, we have ranked it equally with SigFox and NB-Fi because of its robust API and querying system described in Section V.E. Piromalis et al. additionally state that D7AP is natively compatible with RFID readers and tags [134] , potentially allowing a wealth of integration with existing systems.
Weightless-P also offers a cloud platform and APIs for users [74] , however as users can deploy their own network, this is likely an optional and less coupled feature.
LoRaWAN and cellular technologies do not have central platforms provided by the specification-holder. However, LoRaWAN's specification includes an Application Server intended to facilitate integration with external systems. In addition, NB-IoT has components for machine-type data not found in the general LTE standard, fostering integration with M2M systems.
The large market-share of LoRaWAN has resulted in a myriad of platforms and tools being made available. Thirdparty organizations offer LoRaWAN as-a-service, and many of these provide their own cloud platforms; an example of this is the robust ecosystem offered by LoRaWAN-as-a-service provider The Things Network [148] - [150] . For organizations deploying a completely private network, integration tools such as LoRaServer [151] are also available. NB-IoT also has a high market-share, however telcos are responsible for providing methods of integrating with their network. An example of this is the Australian telco Telstra, who have provided their own platform [152] for integrating IoT devices. This platform is also compatible with LTE-M, as Telstra aims to incorporate both standards into its IoT network. It is therefore possible other telcos will do the same [153] .
Most design decisions discussed in Sections III-IV are irrelevant to integration, and consequentially integration is not discussed in that section. However, subscriber-driven solutions generally rank higher for integration as the owning organization will provide first-party tools and services to subscribers. Despite this, some manufacturing-driven networks rank very highly thanks to robust tools developed by the standard holders or even third-party organizations.
We assess that SigFox, NB-Fi, and D7AP are the most integrable systems as first-party platforms exist facilitat- ing integration and providing management tools. We also assess that EC-GSM is the least integrable system -not only are there no first-party tools provided, but it is based on older infrastructure than other licensed-spectrum systems. Table 7 identifies which systems are the most effective ones at meeting each of Section II's LPWAN goals. This confirms earlier statements that data rate is often sacrificed for LPWAN requirements. LTE-M has a data rate significantly higher than any other solution but consumes more power and has a lower communications range. Most of the assessments in Sections III-IV are also confirmed, with the stated impact of design decisions and use of leading techniques observed throughout the LPWANs discussed. However, as so many design decisions apply to each LPWAN, these relationships are rarely straightforward.
G. DISCUSSION
A degree of trade-off is present between each LPWAN ensuring that no individual network can surpass others at meeting all requirements. SigFox is the least expensive LPWAN, has excellent communications range and obstacle penetration, however, it also has the lowest load scalability and data rate. NB-Fi improves on these parameters but is more expensive and has lower communications range. This pattern can be seen when observing each platform -each excels in one or more areas but also falls short in others.
Each application places a different priority on the LPWAN requirements; some applications will require higher data rates, some will require longer communications range, and so forth. The trade-offs between LPWANs we have determined in this section creates an ecosystem where each LPWAN is more suitable for some applications and less for others. In the next section, we will elaborate on this and assess which LPWANs are suitable for a variety of applications. The results of this section will be used to determine this.
VIII. APPLICATION SUITABILITY OF TECHNOLOGIES
In this section, we examine eight LPWANs to assess their suitability for diverse use cases across various domains. For each domain and prominent use cases, we systematically evaluate how well each LPWAN outlined in preceding sections fulfills LPWAN requirements. Table 8 summarizes the importance of each LPWAN requirement to each domain categorized in different levels and lists suggested LPWAN technologies to use.
In the following section, each domain, and its more specific use cases are discussed in an individual subsection. We extensively review works in literature that reported trails of LPWAN technologies in each domain as well as previous works recommending LWPANs for each and provide justifications if our assessment is different from previous recommendations. Subsections also discuss requirements that are more specific to individual use cases and not listed in Table 8 . Finally, we conclude each subsection by selecting appropriate LPWANs and explaining our reasoning.
We also classify use cases as critical or non-critical. Failure of systems implementing critical use cases risks human life, the environment, or significant financial loss. Unless otherwise specified, critical systems require high reliability and data rates capable of real-time communication. Qadir et al. [9] provide a minimum value of 28.8 kbps for real-time communications that we will use as a benchmark. In addition, LPWANs with low load scalability due to factors such as duty cycle restrictions are completely unacceptable for any critical system.
It should also be noted that in the right circumstances, any domain can have a small number of outlier use cases with different requirements to those we discuss, with business interests identifying several others under unique circumstances. Exceptions will always exist, but for the sake of brevity we only cover reasonably common or predictable use cases.
A. METER READING
Laveyne et al. [154] classify smart electrical meter communications as Automated Meter Reading(AMR), Time of Use(TOU), Outage Monitoring(OM) and Quasi-Real-Time Monitoring(QRM). AMR is the 'typical' meter reading function that sends utility consumption to the relevant authority, while OM sends alarms uplink if an outage or fault occurs. TOU messages are commands received to temporarily change prices, and QRM sends a wide range of information uplink at least every five minutes. AMR and TOU have low throughput requirements, while OM and QRM conversely require high throughput.
Qadir et al. [9] claim smart metering does not utilize mobility or real-time communications, only requiring low-medium bitrates. Consequentially they claim almost any LPWAN technology is suitable for meter reading, only excluding Sig-Fox as its strict duty cycling limits its capability to send OM messages. Wang and Fapojuwo [116] support the claim that smart metering does not require high bitrates but stress the importance of wide coverage. Unlike [9] they recommend SigFox as a potential solution, alongside NB-IoT and LoRaWAN.
Mekki et al. [7] recommend NB-IoT, claiming smart meters require high bitrates for frequent communications and alarms. They also state long range is not required as meters are usually deployed in densely-populated areas -an assumption which will no longer be valid as IoT systems are also seeing increasing deployment in rural areas. Cetinkaya and Akan recommend D7AP for smart metering in [135] , however, we believe its short range could be insufficient for metering systems encompassing entire urban areas.
We assess NB-IoT as the first choice for meter reading considering its high data rate, its high load scalability, very wide coverage, and leading obstacle penetration over wide areas [96] . Multicast communications introduced in 3GPP Release 14 [93] facilitate more efficient TOU communications. However, NB-IoT may not always be affordable for smart meter systems, is less structurally scalable, and may not be available in some areas. LoRaWAN, NB-Fi, or SigFox can provide alternative solutions if NB-IoT is unaffordable or unavailable.
LoRaWAN has a data rate sufficient for AMR, TOU, and OM communications, supports a massive number of devices per base station, and has a good battery life [96] . As operators can deploy their own networks, LoRaWAN is technically available anywhere. However, LoRaWAN is somewhat inhibited by its relatively short range and low load scalability. In addition, SigFox and NB-IoT provide improved obstacle penetration [96] over long distances, especially in 'deepindoor' environments.
NB-Fi is also a good candidate for those meters that solely utilize AMR and TOU communications. Of all the LPWANs we have discussed, NB-Fi has the longest reported battery life and highest number of devices per base station, while also exhibiting good communications range. However, its data rate is insufficient for OM and QRM use cases, and it is not available in all areas.
While not viewed favorably by [7] and [9] , SigFox is still recommended for meter reading by [116] and in our assessment, it fills a particular niche. Many utility providers desire a simple, low-cost smart meter system simply reporting values a few times per day. SigFox has wide coverage, is inexpensive, supports over 1,000,000 devices per base station, and has been shown to provide superior deep-indoor penetration to LoRaWAN over long distances [96] .
B. SCADA/INFRASTRUCTURE CONTROL
Other use cases discussed here provide network connectivity to previously inert systems. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition(SCADA) systems are an exception, as they have connected industrial machinery and sensors to a central network for decades. SCADA systems range in scope from a single factory floor to urban infrastructure -an example of the latter is a SCADA system connecting an entire urban water infrastructure through integration of components such pumps, valves, and flow meters. In contrast, a smaller-scale SCADA system may only integrate machinery in a single production line. LPWAN-based SCADA solutions must be able to match or surpass the performance of current systems while providing additional benefits.
SCADA systems are often critical with many controlling essential services, dangerous machinery, or hazardous industrial processes. In addition to high speed and reliability, systems must prioritize security and ruggedization as discussed in [155] and [156] . As industrial machinery is often deployed in signal-hostile environments [157] , obstacle penetration should also be prioritized.
Qadir et al. [9] claim that industrial systems require real-time communications (28.8 kbps) while not requiring mobility, recommending LoRaWAN and NB-IoT. Mekki et al. [7] somewhat echo this, recommending NB-IoT for frequent communications and high QoS alongside SigFox or LoRaWAN for non-critical systems requiring longer battery life and lower cost. Grabia et al. [124] recommend D7AP for industry 4.0 applications including SCADA in due to its obstacle penetration, low cost, and energy efficiency. D7AP also has a relatively high data rate even exceeding NB-IoT, making it a viable candidate.
LoRaWAN, Weightless-P, D7AP, and all cellular solutions have sufficiently high data rate for real-time communications. We recommend NB-IoT for critical systems requiring high reliability, load scalability, or security, in addition to any system covering a very wide area. For non-critical systems deployed over relatively short distances, we recommend Weightless-P or LoRaWAN. Weightless-P should be used when higher data rate and load scalability take priority or multicasting is required. Conversely, LoRaWAN should be used for systems deployed in signal-hostile or hazardous environments. If systems are deployed over very short distances under 2 km, D7AP is capable of high data rate, robust security, high resistance to interference, and good obstacle penetration.
Many SCADA systems currently utilize the GSM standard's GPRS [155] capabilities, making potential migration to EC-GSM relatively simple. Under these circumstances, a cost-benefit or risk analysis must evaluate the disadvantages of EC-GSM against the relatively simple migration process. As a cellular solution, EC-GSM will also have good load scalability.
C. TRANSPORT
V2X (Vehicle to Everything) is a paradigm where vehicles use attached sensors to communicate with other smart things or systems. V2X systems must be fast, reliable [9] , [158] , have robust mobility, and handle the Doppler effect well [159] .
While many V2X use cases are critical, non-critical use cases such as fleet vehicle tracking also exist.
Li et al. [159] claim the performance exhibited by LPWANs is inadequate for critical V2X use cases but still sufficient for those with lower risk. For these lower-risk VOLUME 8, 2020 applications, they recommend LoRaWAN or LTE-M based on their support for mobility and discourage NB-IoT for its lack of mobility support. This statement, however, has become obsolete as of 3GPP Release 14, reflected with Qadir et al.'s recommendation of NB-IoT [9] for transportation use cases on the basis of its mobility and speed. Qadir et al. conversely discourage the use of LoRaWAN, claiming it is prone to jitter and delay while noting the contentiousness of its ALOHA multiple access.
Shaik et al. developed a vehicular sensor in [160] that utilizes GSM communications to notify ambulances and healthcare workers of accidents, with results showing notifications were immediately sent to the appropriate destinations. This demonstrates EC-GSM is an appropriate solution for accident or fault monitoring in areas where LTE is unavailable, however we still recommend LTE-based networks if available due to their lower latency.
Data flow between electronic components such as brakes, steering, and airbags in vehicles is facilitated by a protocol named CAN Bus [161] . Sensors interfacing with this protocol can achieve autonomous control or real-time monitoring of vehicles. The latest version of CAN Bus is capable of 8 Mbps throughput, although [162] states automobile manufacturers often utilize data rates of 1, 2, or 5 Mbps. Of all protocols discussed, only LTE-M is capable of speeds in the megabit range. This makes it an obvious choice for high-performance interfaces with CAN Bus.
We recommend LTE-M be used for all high-risk V2X systems where possible, and exclusively used when CAN Bus interfacing is required. LTE-M has significantly higher data rate than any other LPWAN protocol and robust multiple access. Li et al. [159] also demonstrated LTE-M's Doppler resistance is roughly equal to LoRaWAN, which is known to perform well in this area [57] . Being in licensed band, LTE-M is less susceptible to interference and exhibits improved load scalability.
For lower-risk V2X systems we recommend NB-IoT or LoRaWAN. NB-IoT should be used when data rate or reliability are prioritized but LTE-M is impractical, or when a very wide range is required. If low cost takes priority and somewhat shorter range is not problematic, LoRaWAN should be utilized. We also considered Weightless-P for its mobility support, load scalability, and high data rate; however, it is limited by its short range in dense urban areas. Even vehicles registered in open or rural areas can potentially move through dense urban environments.
EC-GSM is a good alternative if none of the aforementioned systems are practical in a given deployment scenario, with examples of the GSM network being applied to V2X systems present in the existing literature.
D. LOGISTICS
Supply Chain Management(SCM) systems track goods throughout all stages of their progress in the eponymous supply chain. Pundir et al. [163] suggest tracking can occur at the vehicle, container, or package level, however we will not consider vehicular tracking in this section as it is covered by Section VIII-C. We will also consider the tracking of individual goods within a single package, as this is becoming increasingly demanded by consumers. The granularity of an SCM system becomes finer as tracking occurs at items further down this hierarchy -for example, tracking goods is finergrained than tracking packages.
Use cases in the logistics domain [164] , among some others discussed in this paper, benefit significantly from localization capabilities. Localization determines a device's position relative to another device known as an anchor, which is often a base station but can also be an end device in mesh networks [165] . Silva et al. [165] categorize commonly used techniques into power, time, and space domains. Powerdomain localization estimates distance using Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). However, this requires knowledge of the propagation environment and often relies on an underlying probabilistic model. Accuracy of power-domain methods decreases with network sparsity and frequency, and many devices also use relatively coarse RSSI measurements. Time-domain localization estimates distance using time-of-arrival (TOA) or time-difference-of-arrival(TDOA) for signals received by at least three nodes. This requires time synchronization between devices, which consequentially increases network complexity and potential overhead. Time-domain accuracy also decreases as bandwidth becomes narrower, with accuracy below one meter only achievable for at least 100 MHz. Finally, space-domain localization determines distance based on received signal's angle-of-arrival through sectorized antennas or antenna arrays. While capable of very high accuracy, its accuracy decreases with distance making it impractical for LPWANs covering a large area. Time and space-domain techniques are also impacted by modulation technique; however, power-domain techniques are not.
SCM systems can also vary in criticality depending on what is being tracked. Mohsin and Yellampalli [166] alongside Lu and Wang [167] discuss cold chain logistics, where goods in transit must be kept within a particular temperature range. Fore et al. [168] list other attributes monitored by SCM sensors, and for some goods these will also have acceptable ranges to maintain. For example, some goods must be kept within a particular pH range or not be exposed to a certain level of vibration. Values exceeding these ranges can lead to spoilage, expiry, or even dangerous reactions. To ensure message delivery for critical alarms or actuation commands, we recommend utilizing LPWANs with high load scalability. This allows an increased or even unlimited number of alarms with no minimum time between them.
Mekki et al. [7] recommend LoRaWAN for pallet tracking while discouraging the use of SigFox and NB-IoT. LoRaWAN is selected due to its low cost, energy efficiency, and mobility support. NB-IoT is discouraged as it is less likely to be available in rural areas, and Sig-Fox is discouraged due to reduced mobility capabilities. Wang and Fapojuwo [116] partially support this conclusion, claiming logistics systems require low data rates and long range before recommending SigFox, LoRaWAN, and NB-IoT. Grabia et al. recommend D7AP for container tracking in [124] as part of Industry 4.0. However, its very low range is insufficient for tracking goods that are in transit over long distances.
Few LPWAN standards offer robust localization capabilities, with Silva et al. [165] stating most LPWANs rely on power-domain techniques using regular network traffic. However, the same study also claims power-domain techniques currently offer the best compromise between accuracy and power-efficiency. LoRaWAN, SigFox, NB-IoT and LTE-M are capable of achieving the highest localization accuracy, with Valach and Macko [169] further clarifying NB-IoT has superior accuracy to LoRaWAN. LoRaWAN and SigFox are best suited to power-domain techniques, while NB-IoT and LTE-M are best suited to those in the time domain. As of 3GPP Release 14, both NB-IoT [92] , [170] and LTE-M [93] utilize TDOA techniques.
Logistics organizations operating across national borders must also consider LPWAN international roaming capabilities. SigFox natively provides roaming through its monarch feature, which automatically selects the appropriate radio configuration for local regulations [171] . LoRaWAN has also been capable of handover roaming since version 1.1 of the specification [60] . For many other public networks, roaming depends on international agreements between operators. As of December 2019 several of these agreements have emerged or trials have been performed for LTE-M [172] , NB-IoT [173] , [174] , and LoRaWAN-as-a-service [175] , [176] . Private networks theoretically only require agreements between owners, however, in practice devices must be capable of adapting to local regulations.
Our assessment recommends NB-IoT for critical tracking systems such as cold-chain and NB-IoT or LoRaWAN for all others. NB-IoT has more accurate localization and a far longer range than LoRaWAN, however is less structurally scalable and more costly. Both networks also support international roaming, with this gaining increased support from operators.
E. RETAIL
In this discussion, the retail domain refers to using LPWAN technology for Point of Sale (POS) and Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) systems. Considering that POS transactions exchange bank account information, security is the highestpriority requirement. Banks often issue firmware updates to connected hardware including critical security patches. Multicast communications should be employed to ensure fast and widespread application of these updates to all connected devices. Mobility is also a requirement for many retailers who move between locations or sell on vehicles such as trains and ships.
Mekki et al. [7] recommend NB-IoT for POS systems because of its high performance compared to LoRaWAN and SigFox. However, Mekki et al.'s study does not consider LTE-M, which vastly outperforms NB-IoT with respect to data rate. 3GPP Release 14 also introduced multicast capabilities for NB-IoT [92] and LTE-M [93] , making both solutions much better suited to POS systems. NB-IoT's much greater communications range also gives it a distinct advantage for vendors in rural and remote areas. If only short communications range is required, D7AP provides excellent data rate and security suitable for handling time-sensitive and private financial information. In addition, its compatibility with existing RFID-based systems [134] could allow integration with existing retail barcode or inventory systems.
F. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
Environmental monitoring is defined in [177] as detecting ecosystem health indicators in water, air, and soil. Criticality depends on what is being measured, with some environmental features indicating natural disasters or severe ecological damage if outside a certain range. Systems detecting values outside the 'safe' ranges can be considered critical. Conversely, many systems are never used for detecting disasters or ecological damage. Environmental data is often collected by these to develop time-series models for guiding strategy and detecting long-term problems early [178] .
While we assume actuation is very unlikely to be required, Abraham and Beard [177] prioritize remote updates and sensor configuration. Many sensors require regular calibration to adapt to changing environmental values. Consequentially, multicast communications can provide significant benefits.
Kadir et al. [179] and Xue-Fen et al. [140] propose critical environmental monitoring systems using LoRaWAN for detecting forest fires and extreme weather respectively. Xue-Fen et al. also state air pressure and lightning will not undergo extremely rapid changes, and consequentially data rate and granularity can be sacrificed for communication range. LoRaWAN was also selected by Rahman et al. [180] for weather monitoring because of its reasonably long range and low cost. While LoRaWAN is very inexpensive and can be deployed anywhere, other protocols we have discussed have significantly longer ranges. Qadir et al. [9] suggest environmental monitoring systems prioritize long communications range and delay tolerance, also recommending LoRaWAN alongside SigFox.
Wang et al. [181] proposed a sensor network utilizing NB-IoT for monitoring tree health. NB-IoT has a very long range, low power consumption, high speed, high load scalability, and full multicast support. However, it is also relatively costly, has low structural scalability, and less likely to be available in remote areas. Wang and Fapojuwo [116] propose that no existing protocols are suitable for environmental monitoring, instead suggesting an LPWAN prototype derived from Low Energy Critical Infrastructure Monitoring(LECIM).
We assess that NB-IoT is the most suitable LPWAN for high-risk environmental monitoring when considering its low latency, high reliability, good obstacle penetration, high load scalability, and long communications range. If NB-IoT is too expensive to afford, LoRaWAN is a good alternative although its shorter range and low load scalability must be considered. However, in situations such as discussed in [140] where environmental values are unlikely to undergo rapid changes, duty cycling restrictions are less problematic.
For non-critical environmental monitoring systems, we recommend NB-Fi or LoRaWAN. NB-IoT can also be used if very long range is required and the cost-benefit ratio is favorable; often, this implies a small number of devices.
G. WILDLIFE MONITORING
Liu et al. [182] provide three specific applications for wildlife monitoring: location tracking, habitat observation, and behavior recognition. We will not discuss habitat observation in this section as it is equivalent to environmental monitoring(Section VIII-F). This section is focused on location tracking and behavior recognition, which mostly require attaching wireless sensors to living animals.
Sensors attached to animals must be very small and lightweight to avoid discomfort and ensure captured behavior is not affected by the sensor. Schadhauser et al. proposed a system in [183] where sensors are attached to bats to track them in-flight. If these sensors weighed more than 2g or were larger than 1cm 3 , bat flight would be affected, and data would not indicate typical behavior. Wotherspoon et al. [184] provide another example, stating that sensor size should not exceed 40 × 60mm for rhinos. This is already very small, and rhinos are a large animal.
Wildlife monitoring systems can be critical, with an example outlined by Ayele et al. in [185] intending to protect endangered species from hunters, poachers, and natural predators. Because of this criticality, they recommend high reliability and low latency. Ayele et al. make the same recommendations in [186] and state previous solutions have been superseded for their combination of high cost and low latency. Both sources also note that animal distribution is sparse and can be unpredictable, requiring a clever approach to routing.
Wotherspoon et al. compared the communications range and power consumption of several radio platforms in [184] , with LoRaWAN performing the best and achieving a 98% delivery rate over 5.5 km. Their experiments also showed 433 MHz was the most suitable frequency for wildlife monitoring, offering a smaller antenna than 169 MHz with very similar range. Ayele et al. also utilized LoRaWAN in [185] and [186] , however did so with a dual-platform cluster-head architecture. In this architecture, low-energy Bluetooth (BLE) forms a mesh network between animals communicating with a LoRaWAN cluster head and packet concentration is utilized to compensate for duty cycling restrictions. Results showed that this architecture reduced energy consumption by up to 97%.
D7AP is recommended for animal tracking by Ayoub et al. [85] and Ergeerts et al. [90] , with its localization capabilities noted by both studies. Ergeerts et al. demonstrated a successful bird tracking system utilizing D7AP, determining bird location when birds were within 60 meters of a bird cabinet. Sensors used in this study were also small enough to fit around a bird's ankle and only weighed 2.1 grams -Grabia et al. [124] also noted that D7AP sensors are very small. Ayoub et al. also recommend mesh topology for animal tracking systems and recommend D7AP for implementing it.
Liu et al. detail GSM and LTE methods for animal tracking in [182] , suggesting cellular networks should always be used for wide-area tracking. Ayele et al. conflict this in [186] , stating animals can inhabit remote areas outside cellular coverage. In [183] , Schadhauser et al. state that network performance varies depending on the animal's proximity to a receiver and the presence of any environmental obstructions, however channel information is largely unknown to the animal sensor before transmission.
We assess that LoRaWAN is a good choice for wildlife monitoring as it uses little power, has high localization accuracy among LPWANs [169] , and is capable of working well attached to fast-moving objects such as animals. NB-IoT is also a good choice as it provides longer range than LoRaWAN and demonstrated improved obstacle penetration in open areas [96] . However, NB-IoT is more expensive and consumes more power -for example, NB-IoT consumes 74-220 mA during transmission while LoRaWAN consumes 28 mA. NB-IoT should be used if practical or available for critical use cases, and only for non-critical cases if LoRaWAN has insufficient range, load scalability, localization accuracy, or obstacle penetration. If animal tracking is only measuring animal location around a particular point (such as Ergeerts et al.'s study in [90] ), D7AP is also an appropriate solution for both critical and non-critical use cases. However, its localization capabilities fall short of NB-IoT and LoRaWAN.
H. SMART BUILDINGS
Havard et al. propose a data custodianship model for smart buildings in [187] , classifying use cases into comfort and safety/security. In this model, tenants should be able to access all data from their own sensors, while building management should be able to access safety/security data from all tenants. All data related to comfort sensors are completely restricted to the owning tenants. An additional category of sensors for monitoring water leaks is proposed in the same studywe propose extending this to form a third classification for monitoring building integrity. Building integrity data should follow the same custodianship rules as safety/security.
We can easily use the classifications in [187] to assist with identifying critical and non-critical use cases. Safety/security use cases are clearly critical, while comfort use cases are noncritical. We also consider most building integrity applications as non-critical, as faults such as leaks develop slowly over time. Sensors monitoring severe and sudden structural damage should be classified as safety/security instead of building integrity.
Much of the previous literature surrounding smart buildings prioritizes the ability of networks to penetrate indoor obstacles and communicate through walls, with LoRaWAN commonly exhibiting good performance. Trinh et al. [141] evaluated LoRaWAN's obstacle penetration in the 868 MHz band and observed good results. Ameloot et al. [142] tested both 434 MHz and 868 MHz bands, observing good results in both but noticing superior performance from the 434 MHz band. However, systems deployed through multiple buildings over a wide area should consider Lauridsen et al.'s study [96] where SigFox and NB-IoT exhibited higher obstacle penetration than LoRaWAN. Alongside good through-wall penetration, LoRaWAN is also recommended on the basis of reliability, communications range, and low power consumption by Trinh et al. in [141] .
Several sources also recommend NB-IoT for smart building initiatives. Chen et al. proposed a temperature monitoring system with NB-IoT in [188] praising its scalability, obstacle penetration, low power consumption, and potential for edge computing. NB-IoT was also selected by Jianxin et al. [189] when developing a smart smoke detector system due to its low power consumption, long range, reliability, and uniform deployment. NB-IoT has the longest range of the LPWANs surveyed in this paper, superior obstacle penetration to Sig-Fox and LoRaWAN, and is very reliable. However, it has low structural scalability and consumes more power than all unlicensed-spectrum solutions.
Mekki et al. [7] describe what we have classified as building integrity use cases, suggesting that low cost and long battery lifetime are required but the quality of service and frequent communications are not. Consequentially, they recommend LoRaWAN and SigFox. Qadir et al. [9] state any LPWAN capable of delivering periodic reports and alarms is suitable in smart buildings, however, recommend NB-IoT for video surveillance monitoring as it meets a minimum data rate of 130 kbps.
Following the above discussion, we recommend NB-IoT for smart building use cases related to safety/security as it has low latency, high reliability, and high load scalability. NB-IoT can also be used for systems that cover multiple buildings over a wide area, however in these cases, its limited structural scalability could be challenging. In all other cases, LoRaWAN should be used. LoRaWAN's high structural scalability, good through-wall penetration capability, and low power consumption make it suitable. LoRaWAN's data rate is also theoretically sufficient for real-time communications, however this is limited in practice by its reduced load scalability. LoRaWAN has a comparatively short communications range, however, is sufficient for communicating in one or more closely-placed buildings. If the area covered does not exceed 2 km, D7AP is recommended for both comfort and safety/security use cases for its favorable characteristics mentioned earlier, and data rate superior to NB-IoT.
If communications approaching true real-time rates are required, Weightless-P is a valid alternative -however, its practicality is limited by its very short urban range. There is also a lack of literature testing Weightless-P's capacity for through-wall communications.
LTE-M should be utilized for any video surveillance. While NB-IoT meets the minimum speed requirements for video at 130 kbps [9] , this is likely to achieve only very low quality. Consumer demand for high-definition surveillance is only increasing, and improved quality will allow much easier identification of burglars or other criminals.
I. AGRICULTURE
The agriculture domain has some overlap with others covered in this paper -for example, agricultural use cases can involve forms of animal tracking, environmental monitoring, or even infrastructure control. However, agriculture has unique requirements and challenges that apply to all use cases regardless of similarity to other domains. Farmers have ownership over land and animals monitored, removing some conservation restrictions, and allowing further actuation or 'intervention'. This is confirmed in [190] where Yoon et al. claim farmers not only collect environmental information, but also adjust the environment where possible. Yoon et al.'s own example of environmental adjustment is a highly controlled greenhouse environment, while Liu et al. also outline remote actuation for a piggery in [182] . A similar use case is discussed by Ergeerts et al. in [90] , who recommend the D7AP protocol for a greenhouse monitoring system.
Localization capabilities are also beneficial to agriculture [191] , particularly when tracking moving livestock. Livestock tracking is similar in function to the wildlife tracking detailed in Section VIII-G; however key differences exist for farmers monitoring owned livestock. It is often simpler for farmers to retrieve devices from owned livestock compared to doing so from wild animals. In addition, the areas normally inhabited by the livestock and occasionally even their movements are known in advance. Actuation capabilities can also be implemented for livestock; for example, delivering a mild shock when an animal leaves a certain perimeter, providing a low-cost replacement to electric fencing.
Elijah et al. [191] prioritize security for farming applications, proposing that rival enterprises could gain access to confidential information. We also note the concept of agroterrorism, in which malicious forces aim to compromise the food supply. Any IoT components introduce a new method for accomplishing this, and networks must be sufficiently secure to avoid it.
Several studies have recommended LoRaWAN for the agricultural domain and provided results confirmatory of this recommendation. Kodali et al. [192] claim LoRaWAN has good obstacle penetration, while Liu et al. [182] recommend its use for a piggery system that requires indoor and throughwall communications. SigFox and NB-IoT have been shown to provide significant improvements in 'deep-indoor' obstacle penetration [96] . However, other studies [141] - [143] , [193] have supported LoRaWAN's suitability for indoor or through-wall penetration. Previous studies [90] , [124] , [134] , [135] also claim that D7AP has good obstacle penetration capabilities.
LoRaWAN is also recommended by Hirata et al. [194] , Rachmani and Zulkifli [195] , and Yim et al. [196] based on its communications range. However, LoRaWAN has one of the lowest communications ranges of the LPWANs discussed in this paper, especially in rural areas. Notably While LoRaWAN's range could be insufficient for larger farms, its energy efficiency and low cost have been praised by agricultural studies. In fact, Hirata et al. [194] found their expectations regarding battery life were exceeded. Ikhsan et al. [197] claim LoRaWAN can facilitate real-time collection of livestock data, while Yim et al. [196] adjusted its configuration to maximize reliability.
For larger farms where a longer coverage is required, our assessment shows that NB-Fi is the most suitable solution. NB-Fi has high reported battery life, low cost, robust security, and a long communications range. However, it does not support mobility and its localization capabilities are unknown. LoRaWAN can be used if mobility is required, providing low cost, high structural scalability, and energy-efficiency. In fact, Hirata et al. found in [194] that expectations for LoRaWAN battery life were exceeded. Ikhsan et al. [197] also claim that LoRaWAN is capable of collecting livestock data in real-time. NB-IoT can also be used if a much longer communication range or more accurate localization is required, however, it is relatively expensive and can be unavailable in remote areas without cellular coverage. Alternatively, farmers can install additional LoRaWAN gateways or repeaters, and will not require permission to do so as it is their own land.
For short-range farming systems such as greenhouses, animal growing facilities, or small animal pens, D7AP or Weightless-P also provide acceptable solutions although their lower localization accuracy should be considered. Both provide mobility, robust security, and high data rates. D7AP is the superior choice if devices being physically small or having longer battery life is prioritized. Conversely, if range exceeding 1-2 km is required, Weightless-P is the better solution.
J. SMART STREETLIGHTING
Kuzlu et al. outline several ways in which sensor/actuator components can be applied to smart street lighting systems in [198] . This study observed that remotely activating, deactivating, and adjusting the luminosity of streetlights only requires a low data rate. These use cases were classified as 'basic control' and the authors recommended SigFox, LoRaWAN, Weightless-P or NB-IoT. Conversely advanced configuration, fault alarms, and power monitoring are said to require a 'medium' data rate. Weightless-P, NB-IoT, or LTE-M were recommended for these use cases.
Kuzlu et al. also proposed an Emergency Response(ER) use case where smart streetlights assist emergency services and law enforcement alongside assisting citizens in danger. A good example is outlined in [199] where threatened citizens can remotely maximize the luminosity of surrounding streetlights with a smartphone app. Unlike the previously discussed applications of smart streetlighting, ER use cases are critical systems.
Our assessment shows SigFox is unsuitable for the basic control as its load scalability is limited by heavy restrictions on downlink messaging. We also assess that Weightless-P is unsuitable in dense urban areas, considering its very short range in these deployments. In contrast, it is difficult to justify the extra cost of NB-IoT for basic controls unless its very long range is required, or ER systems are being implemented requiring its high load scalability. Similarly, the cost of broadband-like speed of LTE-M is difficult to justify for advanced controls considering its short range and high power consumption.
Zhao et al. propose a system in [200] capable of advanced control and remote monitoring, stating it requires high scalability and long range but only low data rate. After considering NB-IoT, LoRaWAN, and SigFox, they selected NB-IoT for its transmission range, scalability, and power consumption alongside 'moderate' cost.
Smart streetlight systems using LoRaWAN are proposed by Ramesh et al. in [199] and Bingöl et al. in [201] . Notably, Bingöl et al. ' s system is capable of transmitting fault alarms, performance monitoring, and remotely adjusting brightness. This contrasts with Kuzlu et al. who did not mention LoRaWAN as a candidate for these 'advanced' applications. Qadir et al. [9] recommend SigFox, LoRaWAN, and NB-IoT for smart streetlights and state that wide coverage, security, and energy-efficiency are required while delay is tolerable. Again, we debate the suitability of SigFox for any remote configuration as it has very low load scalability as a consequence of heavy downlink restrictions.
Kuzlu et al. exclusively recommend LTE-M for ER applications; while LTE-M is definitely essential for multimedia transmission (e.g. CCTV cameras), NB-IoT has adequate speed and reliability for critical use cases while consuming less power and achieving significantly higher transmission range.
We assess that NB-Fi is the most suitable LPWAN for smart street lighting systems without ER functionality. NB-Fi meets all requirements and its lower data rate is tolerable. If NB-Fi is not deployed in the area LoRaWAN is a suitable alternative, providing higher speeds but shorter communications range. NB-IoT is also a good solution, exhibiting a very long range but higher energy consumption and lower structural scalability alongside increased cost. However, NB-IoT has significantly higher load scalability than LoRaWAN and NB-Fi due to lack of regulatory restrictions in the unlicensed spectrum. Additionally, Zhao et al. [200] justifiably stressed the importance of firmware updates for smart street lighting. NB-IoT's multicast capabilities are advantageous for firmware updates, alongside simultaneous control of many streetlights. For systems with ER functionality, we recommend LTE-M if transmitting image or video data is required, and NB-IoT in all other applications.
K. HEALTHCARE
Existing literature presents a wealth of information regarding the requirements of IoT healthcare systems. In this discussion, as with all others in this section, we will discuss those not summarized in Table 8 . Privacy and security are prioritized in a wide range of works [202] - [205] , demonstrating their high importance. Fernandez and Pallis outlined other non-functional requirements in [205] including stability, availability, extensibility, portability, and accessibility. Anand and Routray [204] also note that high-power radiation can potentially harm human tissue, and any healthcare sensors should seek to minimize this harm.
Localization capabilities can also provide significant benefit to healthcare, with example use cases including tracking vulnerable patients and locating them in emergencies. Valach and Macko state in [169] that LPWANs can potentially provide a low-power alternative to GPS for patient tracking.
Mdhaffar et al. [206] state LoRaWAN is a 'smooth' balance of security and cost for healthcare systems, alongside being very energy efficient. However, they also claim it is unsuitable for continuous real-time data, instead recommending it for periodic reports. A similar conclusion is drawn by Valach and Macko [169] when studying LPWANs for fall detection in elderly patients. Valach and Macko claim LoRaWAN is unsuitable for critical alarms but good for monitoring health indicators over time while highlighting its Doppler Effect resistance, scalability, low power consumption, and long range. Buyukakkaslar et al. provide a somewhat contrasting observation in [193] , claiming LoRaWAN can be used for real-time applications if payloads and spreading factor are kept very small. We also note that LoRaWAN's range is relatively short compared with other LPWANs discussed.
Petajajarvi et al. [143] also recommend LoRaWAN, however do so after observing good indoor through-wall communications. Petajajarvi tested a LoRa transceiver attached to a user's arm, proving LoRaWAN can communicate when directly obstructed by a human body. While these studies, among others [141] , [142] , prove LoRaWAN is good for indoor through-wall communications, Lauridsen et al. [96] have also shown SigFox and NB-IoT perform better over wide areas.
NB-IoT is recommended for healthcare systems by Anand and Routray [204] because of its low power consumption, low bandwidth, and previously mentioned safety to human tissue. The authors also state that the clever use of upperlayer protocols is required to give NB-IoT sufficient performance for real-time health monitoring. Yearp et al. [207] and Ayoub et al. [85] both recommend using D7AP for healthcare systems. However, D7AP's short range is insufficient for monitoring patients over a wide area.
We recommend that healthcare applications always endeavor to use NB-IoT as it offers high speeds, energy efficiency, excellent communications range, high reliability, and high load scalability. In addition, it has been shown to not harm human tissue. 3GPP Release 14 also introduced improved localization capabilities to NB-IoT through the Observed Time Difference of Arrival(OTDOA) technique [92] , which technology group Rohde and Schwarz claim is capable of accuracy within 50 meters [170] . Improved localization also makes NB-IoT more attractive to healthcare.
If NB-IoT is unavailable, LoRaWAN is a potential alternative with speeds allowing real-time communications and has been recommended for healthcare applications in previous studies. However, LoRaWAN's shorter range could be problematic when monitoring patients over wide areas. LoRaWAN is also capable of localization, however this is only accurate to within 200 meters [169] in contrast to NB-IoT's 50 meters. Additionally, LoRaWAN's reduced load scalability limits its viability for critical healthcare systems and makes it difficult to practically achieve real-time communications.
L. DEFENSE AND MILITARY
Military organizations must have exclusive ownership of any network utilized and be able to rapidly deploy and disassemble as needed in any environment [208] . Three LPWANs discussed in this paper meet those requirements -LoRaWAN, Weightless-P, and D7AP.
All systems have mobility support, with LoRaWAN in particular having demonstrated excellent resistance to the Doppler effect [57] . LoRaWAN and Weightless-P increase reliability and interference management through spreadspectrum communications, while D7AP strives for the same results through its BLAST design principles [84] and additional use of PN9 data whitening [86] . LoRaWAN's spreading factor and bandwidth can also be adjusted [57] , allowing control over the trade-offs between spreading factor, bandwidth, communication range, and data rate.
While all networks are capable of exchanging sensor data in real-time, the unlicensed frequency bands used are subject to duty cycling restrictions in civilian applications. Military networks must be fast, highly reliable, and have high load scalability -each of these requirements can be impacted by regulatory restrictions. Governments allowing military communications an exception from regulatory restrictions when using these bands will be helpful.
Military systems introduce the threat of electronic warfare from adversarial forces, with methods including jamming interception, and direction-finding [209] . In response, LPWANs must provide end-to-end security services. Experimentation by Sondrol et al. [208] showed that while LoRa frames can be intercepted, encryption prevented their specific contents from being determined. However, in the same study, the authors suggested conducting further research on the protocol's security from a military perspective. LoRaWAN and D7AP both utilize AES-128 encryption, while Weightless-P can utilize either AES-128 or AES-256. D7AP also provides additional security mechanisms through its Stealth concept as detailed in Section V.E.
As LoRa, LoRaWAN, Weightless-P, and D7AP are all open standards, users are capable of developing their own higherlevel protocols. This has potentially huge benefit to military forces as closed-source alternatives can be developed to better fulfil military requirements. D7AP also has a history with the United States Department of Defense, giving it precedent for military use.
LoRaWAN should be used if localization capabilities [165] or longer communications range are prioritized, while Weightless-P and D7AP should alternatively be used if data rate is prioritized. D7AP has an even shorter range than Weightless-P, however, should be used if the extra range is not required. D7AP is a good choice due to its robust interference management and security.
M. SUMMARY
Our assessment has revealed that very few use cases have one prominent LPWAN suitable in all situations. Instead, a range of LPWANs are usually suitable and organizations will select the one most closely matching their individual requirements and situation. In many cases, the selection will be heavily influenced by regional availability and budget.
We can also observe that while some LPWANs have a distinct 'role' across several domains, others are suited to a wider variety of situations. LTE-M is exclusively capable of handling broadband-like and multimedia networking, while NB-IoT is recommended for all other critical systems. LTE solutions, D7AP, and Weightless-P are also capable of multicast communications. LTE-based solutions, D7AP, Weightless-P, or LoRaWAN must be used for any use cases requiring mobility. NB-IoT, LTE-M, LoRaWAN and SigFox provide the most accurate localization capabilities [165] , with NB-IoT's localization known to be more accurate than LoRaWAN [169] .
LoRaWAN, NB-Fi, and NB-IoT are commonly recommended for non-critical use cases as they meet all LPWAN requirements adequately. NB-IoT is recommended when a very long range, high load scalability, or low latency are prioritized, and a higher budget is available. LoRaWAN is recommended when moderate data rate, low cost, and low power consumption are required while shorter range and lower load scalability can be tolerated. Finally, NB-Fi is recommended when lower data rate is tolerable but low power consumption, low cost, and long range are prioritized. In practice, LoRaWAN is often used as it is not restricted by regional availability.
Weightless-P, D7AP, EC-GSM, and SigFox are suited to a relatively small variety of use cases but perform well in their respective niches. Weightless-P performs very well at most LPWAN requirements but is hindered by its very short range in dense urban areas. However, its support for mobility and multicasting makes it a good choice for networks deployed in open areas or for shorter-range urban networks. D7AP fulfils a very similar niche to Weightless-P, providing relatively high performance and a robust suite of features while restricted to a short range. SigFox is an inexpensive and very low-powered solution for uplink-only sensors without high performance requirements such as basic utility meters or data loggers. EC-GSM is useful for deployment in areas where newer LTE networks are unavailable, or for integrating systems that use the legacy GSM/GPRS network.
IX. RESEARCH CHALLENGES
This section presents several future research challenges by examining the current state of LPWAN networks and inherent issues.
A. SCALABILITY
Following discussions in Section II.C and subsequent sections, increasing structural/horizontal scalability [14] , [15] allows more devices to connect to each base station, and more base stations to be deployed throughout the network. This results in LPWANs meeting use cases where structural scalability was previously insufficient, and more devices were needed to meet requirements. An example of this can be observed in Section VIII, where NB-IoT was chosen for the healthcare domain but still fails to meet structural scalability requirements, especially when serving a large number of patients. Increasing structural scalability ensures NB-IoT comfortably fits the healthcare domain, potentially alongside others where it was previously unsuitable. Similarly, our choices for various use cases and their justification in Section VIII demonstrate how increasing load/vertical scalability allows an LPWAN to be suitable for a wider variety of use cases, especially for critical systems or those exchanging large amounts of data.
For licensed-spectrum networks not subjected to regulatory restrictions, increasing load scalability can be achieved through network design decisions as detailed in Section III. For unlicensed spectrum networks subjected to regulatory restrictions, this is achieved by both the decisions previously discussed and determining how to achieve the best performance within regulations. For example, implementing LBT/AFA in ETSI territories relaxes duty cycling restrictions. Section VII's ranking of Weightless-P above LoRaWAN for load scalability demonstrates this and adding LBT/AFA to LoRaWAN as discussed in [17] could improve its ranking.
Alongside load scalability, vertical scalability also considers an individual node's processing power or memory. Increasing this allows LPWANs to meet higher-performance use cases in situations where LPWANs have previously not been considered due to insufficient specifications. Many of these use cases can be classified as edge computing, where more processing is performed at each node instead of shared backend infrastructure. Edge computing eliminates the need for data to be transmitted over the network for processing, instead only transmitting relevant results. Utilizing edge computing leads to reductions in data transmission, operational expenditure, and use of backend resources. Reduced use of backend resources also saves capital expenditure on backend infrastructure.
Existing technologies or changes to design decisions may allow an increase in structural and load scalability, but most likely at the detriment of other design goals. For example, structural scalability can be increased by utilizing OFDMA multiple access to improve base station capacity. However, this requires a more complex and costly infrastructure. Tradeoffs are also present when increasing vertical scalability, whether through design decisions or utilization of more powerful hardware.
Future research needs to focus on developing methods for increasing both horizontal and vertical scalability without detriment to the other scalability type and other LPWAN requirements such as device cost. Special interest would be to develop techniques that work across all protocols, rather any specific LPWAN. Potential topics include new or less expensive PHY layer techniques, reducing hardware expenses, and optimized hardware architecture to improve performance. Section VII.C also demonstrated that no LPWAN offers leading performance in both structural and load scalabilityresearch should also apply these methods to achieve such a solution.
All types of scalability will naturally increase as technology advances and powerful hardware becomes less expensive. Section IX-C's research should focus on taking full advantage of this increased scalability.
B. FURTHER PERFORMANCE STUDIES
One of the most challenging aspects of this study was to obtain reliable technical data and performance metrics for each LPWAN. Relevant data is only available for a few popular LPWANs like LoRaWAN, SigFox and NB-IoT through the provider's technical specifications and some research, while those for others are difficult to gather, as fewer reference materials are available for them. Another problem is the wide variation in specifications reported in various studies/sources. The other possibility is manufacturers purposefully keeping selected information confidential for their own business strategy.
Further research should be conducted to determine actual performance metrics for each LPWAN under different circumstances. Such research will provide more accurate values for each measure outlined in Table 6 , as well as increasing confidence in these values. It is far better to utilize values obtained from real-world testing than those from specifications or technical documents.
It is likely that performance varies under different circumstances. Many LPWANs provide adjustable configuration for ADR mechanisms, spreading factors, modulation schemes and even carrier frequency. The performance will vary based on which of these are chosen, and testing must be carried out for possible configurations including variations in weather conditions. This not only provides concrete values under various scenarios but establishes a relationship between each configuration and performance, allowing greater planning for future LPWANs.
C. CATERING TO FUTURE NEEDS
Users will inevitably begin to demand new applications as LPWANs become more widespread, inventing ways of applying them to their personal lives or business processes. If LPWANs cannot meet increased expectations, this could lead to potential disenchantment and negatively impact the acceptance of LPWAN technology.
Future applications will push the boundaries of LPWANs by requiring higher performance and factors unique to new requirements. LPWANs may be applied in applications deep underground, underwater, or even in space. Existing applications will also evolve as society changes over time and expectations from LPWANs rise. For example, implanted biometric devices may become widespread and 'normal' for each person to have. This contrasts with their relative rarity at the time of writing. Future research must identify new and challenging applications for meeting user expectations, which may require developing a new LPWAN platform.
D. STANDARDIZATION
While organizations such as Weightless SIG, DASH7 Alliance, LoRa Alliance, and 3GPP have introduced a variety of full-featured LPWAN standards, intercommunication between networks using different standards is still highly difficult. Consequentially, developing a method for devices to easily communicate with those utilizing different standards provides an ongoing challenge with significant potential rewards.
Static Context Header Compression(SCHC) is a standard being drafted by the Internet Engineering Task Force(IETF) attempting to achieve the above goal by making UDP and IPv6 protocols accessible to LPWAN devices [214] .
UDP and IPv6 will not only provide a common communication mechanism for devices on networks with different standards, but also connect easily with more 'typical' Internet endpoints. Historically, IPv6 has been unable to work effectively with LPWANs because of its large packet headers, and the fact that some LPWANs may not support message fragmentation. A lack of fragmentation quickly becomes impractical when IPv6's Maximum Transmission Unit(MTU) value is 1280 bytes.
As per the draft standard, SCHC creates an adaptation layer between IPv6 and the underlying LPWAN technology which is further divided into the compression and fragmentation sublayers. The compression layer compresses (or decompresses) an IPv6 packet's header to make it smaller (or bigger) than the original header to create the SCHC packet. An SCHC packet is then subject to fragmentation if its packet size exceeds MTU. SCHC also outlines security countermeasures to deal with malicious header compression that may result in incorrect packet reconstruction and thwart potential attacks to fragmentation.
IETF should continue research and development of the SCHC standard while maximizing compatibility with prominent LPWANs. Development should also be accompanied with efforts to ensure widespread support and implementation from standard holders and software vendors, as regardless of quality unused standards will fade into obscurity. Additional research should focus on standardization at the application layer, providing consistent schemata and formats for contextual data. For example, all devices measuring temperature should send data using the same scale and unit of measurement. This data format could be retroactively utilized by existing LPWANS through interfaces and translation mechanisms and built into networks developed in the future. Considerations should be given to future needs as outlined in the previous sub-section.
E. SECURITY
Section VIII identified several use cases where security and privacy are critical; however so far, there has been relatively little focus on the security for LPWANs in general. For example, unauthorized access to smart home controllers could be used to steal private information and actuate home appliances, causing severe distress and inconvenience to users. Even more worryingly, breaches to inter-vehicle communication or infrastructure control systems could easily cause loss of life and environmental damage. All of these put security as one of the most significant issues for LPWANs moving forward. Without adequate security, LPWANs will not be commercially viable.
Chacko and Job [215] identified five vulnerabilities inherent in LPWAN networks; compromising devices, jamming attacks, replay attacks, and wormhole attacks. Compromising devices involves physically intercepting the connection between device microcontroller and network transceiver, often by placing an additional component along with the data interface. These additional components are not only capable of sending all exchanged data to an attacker, but also altering data to potentially disastrous consequences, especially when large-scale deployment will become commonplace as more IoT services emerge. Jamming attacks and replay attacks have been widely discussed in the fields of network security and wireless communications. Replay attacks are especially dangerous with SigFox networks if security follows the 'optin' model. Wormhole attacks are less widely-known and involve intercepting packets over the air and sending them to another receiver.
Several solutions have been proposed to mitigate these vulnerabilities. In [215] , Chacko and Job provided a broad mitigation strategy for each of the five vulnerabilities stated above. Compromising devices can be mitigated by encrypting the interface (such as UART-Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) between the device and the transceiver. Replay attacks can be mitigated in a similar fashion by encrypting over-the-air communications, however, it requires frame counters to be implemented. It is hard to prevent jamming; however, it can quickly be detected by a decrease in traffic over a frequency range. The probability of frequency jamming can be reduced by utilizing frequencyhopping techniques. Wormhole attack can be orchestrated using both a sniffer and a jammer and is more dangerous. Once packets are intercepted by the sniffer, a jammer is used to prevent them from arriving at their intended destination. Without a packet's arrival to destination, the message request will remain 'open' and valid. While wormhole attack is hard to detect in LPWANs, packet leashes [216] and transmission time base mechanism [217] are effective defense options.
A number of research works have been reported in the literature to improve security aspect of LPWANs. These include the development of a network intrusion detection system for LoRaWAN [218] , a secure link establishment technique using LoRaWAN's variable MAC parameters [219] , and investigation of utilizing blockchain architecture for low-power, resource-constrained IoT end-devices [220] .
Any defense mechanism employed for LPWAN solutions must be considerate of hardware and bandwidth constraints, as increased security often requires additional bandwidth, storage, or processing power. It is insufficient to simply focus on devising stronger techniques, but instead the focus must be placed on developing techniques for the unique challenges of LPWANs. An additional research challenge is to develop security mechanisms for a wider range of LPWAN technologies.
F. EMERGING TRANSMISSION MEDIA
While all current LPWANs utilize the radio section of the spectrum, innovative technologies have emerged utilizing other sections; notably, the visible light spectrum with technologies such as Li-Fi. Because of larger bandwidth, utilizing the visible light spectrum allows for very fast data rates and enormous scalability. However, utilizing light as a transmission media introduces a unique set of challenges of its own. Because of these challenges, light-spectrum communications are currently unsuitable for LPWANs -they are more expensive, have a very short range and are unable to penetrate opaque obstacles.
Despite these challenges, potentially huge increases to speed and scalability make the light spectrum worth investigating as a transmission media in future LPWANs. Research challenges exist to reduce the cost of light-based techniques, increase range, and develop innovative methods for overcoming physical limitations of light. Examples of techniques to be investigated include the deployment of rapidly-rotating mirrors to refract light in the correct direction, beamforming light or developing less expensive light sensors.
X. CONCLUSION
With increasing deployment planned for IoT applications on a large scale, the need for efficient low power long range network technologies is growing fast. In this paper, we determined that all LPWAN technologies share six design goals, namely, energy efficiency, long range, scalability, low cost, interference management, and integration. Depending on the extent to which these goals are targeted, seven design decisions are made when developing LPWAN technologies which are unlicensed/licensed spectrum, operating frequency and bandwidth, modulation technique, channel access method, signal diversity technique, duplexity and business model. The impacts of these design choices on the meeting the design goals are discussed in detail, and one choice could help achieve one or multiple LPWAN goals while hindering others.
When examining each LPWAN's ability to match design goals, a clear trade-off became evident between power consumption, communications range, and data rate. Although that unlicensed-spectrum solutions are less expensive, more scalable, and consume less power, they are subject to dutycycling restrictions that can hinder their suitability for critical applications. The results of this examination supported our assessment of LPWAN performance, through comprehensive analyses of technical specifications, reported results and observations from practical deployment, and the design decisions made in the respective LPWAN technology.
We also observed that very few use cases had a single, overwhelmingly suitable LPWAN -instead, multiple LPWANs are suitable and which one to select depends on the individual application's specific requirements and/or implementing organization. Each organization prioritizes LPWAN requirements differently across different applications. Organizations and individual applications are also restricted by LPWAN availability in the given area alongside available resources and budget. Considering these restrictions, selecting an LPWAN often has a degree of compromise.
This paper is valuable to consult which LPWANs are practical for a variety of industrial or research projects. The design goals presented here should be consulted to determine which are the most essential for a particular project. The comprehensive details of the technical specifications, strengths, and weaknesses of various LPWAN technologies and their comparison with respect to the design goals and reported implementation in diverse applications in literature will equip readers with the necessary technical expertise. The use cases we discussed in this paper will assist readers with assessing available solutions, determining which one best meets their requirements, and making both informed decisions and balanced compromises. Based on our analysis of the available and emerging LPWAN technologies, we have identified a number of significant areas for future research. Scalability, security, and standardization are among the areas that need significant research for reliable operation and largescale commercial deployment of IoT services.
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